
Sweet as Honey: An Aster Valley Novel

Author: Lucy Lennox

When I rode my bike into Aster Valley, it was supposed to be temporary. A quick, relaxing visit with friends. No entanglements. Zero drama.

But then I saw the bumblebee being harassed on the side of the highway. 

More specifically, I saw Truman Sweet, Aster Valley’s resident botanist, spice merchant, and bee-costume enthusiast, being harassed. And the second I got

involved, all my plans for a quick departure scattered like pollen on the breeze.

It turns out that Truman—adorkably shy, relentlessly sunshiny, hot as all heck, reluctantly-still-a-virgin Truman—has secrets. Secrets someone in this charming

small town doesn’t want brought to light. Secrets that rouse every one of my protective instincts just as surely as his kisses rouse… other parts of me. 

And before I know it, I’m thinking being entangled might not be so bad… if it’s Truman I’m tangled up with.

I’ll do whatever it takes to protect Truman from the dangers in his past, but after a lifetime of loneliness and disappointment, how can I possibly convince him to

trust me with his future?

Fandom (Famous Book 3)

Author: Eden Finley

DENVER

Everyone remembers the night the boy band Eleven broke up. Hearts shattered around the world, including my own.

I made a mistake, and I’ve been avoiding bandmate Mason Nash ever since.

At first it was hard, but eighteen months ago, he made it easier by leaving Hollywood and disappearing.

When Eleven reunion talks start, I’m against it completely. I could really do with the publicity, but I don’t want to face Mason again. I’m sure he won’t want to see

me either.

MASON

I don’t miss LA or anyone in it. Not even the guys from Eleven.

So, when they turn up on my doorstep talking about reunions, the last thing I want to do is hear them out.

I hold strong too. Until my eyes land on Denver Smith.

My ex-best friend.

Two and a half years ago, he ghosted me, and I still don’t know why.

I want answers—I miss him—but I don’t want to let him back into my life if there’s a chance he’ll walk away again.

**Fandom is a full-length MM novel that mentions/deals with/addresses some heavy topics. For a list of triggers, look inside the free sample and find them in the

front of the book.

Muscle and Bone

Author: Mary Calmes

You belong to me and I know it down deep, in muscle and bone, where my wolf lives. 

 

Avery Rhine isn’t an average homicide detective with the Chicago PD. In fact, Avery isn’t an average anything. Sure, as an omega he knows he’s at the bottom of 

the food chain, but that’s never slowed him down. He’s got a great life, complete with a loving family and a best friend who’d take a bullet for him, so what more 

could he possibly want or need? Except, maybe, for the world to change. And to find someone to spend more than one night with, but that isn’t high on his list of 

priorities. He’s never been one to believe in destiny or whatever else the fantasies sell about there being someone special out there meant just for him. 

 

Then a chance encounter at a party changes everything. 

 

Graeme Davenport has no delusions about finding his true mate. The consensus is that if an alpha doesn’t find their other half by the time they’re thirty, the 

chances of it ever happening go from slim to none. He’s not a mere alpha, though; Graeme is a cyne who sits at the pinnacle of lupine hierarchy, so he’s 

obligated by tradition and duty to choose an omega now, sign a contract, and bond with him. Love is not part of the equation. 

 

When Graeme and Avery meet, their fierce attraction to each other flies in the face of reason and logic. Avery’s intense physical reaction to the alpha is 

something he’s never experienced before, while Graeme, who has always been the soul of discretion, loses all his inhibitions to desire for the man he wants to 

possess. They are two very different men trying to navigate expectations, separate reason from innate primal drive, and do it while working together to solve a 

murder. 



It will take everything they are to find a middle ground, and to learn to trust in a fated kind of love.

The Jock: An M|M Sports Romance

Author: Tal Bauer

Wes Van de Hoek clawed his way off his family’s West Texas ranch under the Friday night lights, earning a football scholarship to the state’s best university.

Three years in, he has it all: he’s the starting tight end, team captain, and, according to ESPN, maybe the best college football player in the nation. But he’s been

keeping a secret from everyone.

Justin Swanscott has three certainties in his life: he’s gay, football is overrated, and he really, really doesn’t like cowboys. He should never have fallen into Wes’s

open-range eyes or let his heart run wild when Wes gave him that shy little smile over summer. But he couldn’t stop himself.

Everyone’s asking questions about Wes this season: How is he playing so well? Will Texas be undefeated this year? Will he take the team all the way to the

national championship? What’s next for him?

The truth? Wes isn’t dreaming about an NFL contract. His heart belongs to Justin, even though the world wants it to belong to football.

Wes has stadiums packed with screaming fans, ESPN is all over him, and the NFL wants him badly. He’s living under a microscope, and the pressure keeps

building as the team keeps winning. Everyone wants something from him, but all Wes wants is to love Justin.

Something’s gotta give.

Show Me (Extracurricular Activities Book 3)

Author: Neve Wilder

Two Roommates. One Camera. A whole lot of action.

I get crushes the way some people get seasonal allergies.

And sharing a house with four hot roommates is like being stuck in permanent spring.

Too bad I keep getting friend-zoned.

But it’s senior year now, and I’m done pining for the impossible.

Time to live it up and go out with a bang.

Or a lot of bangs.

And I’m definitely, definitely not getting attached to anyone.

Especially not my straight, gym-loving, football-player roommate Sam whose impressively large... smile I caught a glimpse of once.

Or several times.

That’s why, when Sam asks me for help with a very special, very NSFW project so he can make a little cash, of course I agree. In the name of friendship.

And if it turns out that Sam’s more than just muscles—that he’s sweet, and smart, and a little bit filthy, and a whole lot less straight than I thought—well, that’s

neither here nor there, because this time I’m gonna be smart. This time, I’m friend-zoning myself.

We’ve got a list of deliciously hot scenarios, a camera, and Sam’s huge… smile. What could possibly go wrong?

From the author of Want Me comes the third new adult college romance in the Extracurricular Activities series. Expect low angst, high heat, plenty of laughs, a

flustered redhead, a gentle giant of a football player, and enough BDE to power a mid-size city.

Nixing the End of the World (Phoenix's Quest Book 1)

Author: Alice Winters

Nix 

“You are the savior of mankind” are the last words I ever expected to hear while nibbling on fries. The thing is, I’m not mankind saving material. I don’t even have 

magic (and just found out it exists). I’m the most boring, normal(ish) human ever. 

 

Suddenly, I’m being tossed right into the middle of a fight that started years before I was even born, and then I get partnered up with Alastair, a quirky magical 

Guardian. He is rather attractive and sweet when he’s not into the whole “woe is me, I can’t let myself fall in love with you” nonsense. I mean, the moment he took 

my annoyingly judgmental grandma hostage, it was all over for me. I was hooked.



 

Now the only problem is… what exactly are we saving the world from? 

 

Alastair 

The moment I laid eyes on Nix, the naive yet easygoing human captivated my attention, and now I’m determined to protect him. But despite my amazing and

majestic abilities, we might not make it out of this mess. Still, there must be a reason Nix was chosen. No, he doesn’t have pizazz and maybe he really doesn’t

have magic, but he’s also one of the strongest and kindest men I’ve ever met. 

 

Now if I can just get him to stop throwing blankets at enemies, we might have a shot at this. 

 

Nixing the End of the World contains a flaming "horse" with antlers who inexplicably appears when needed (or not), an interfering BFF who didn’t really mean to

light the trunk on fire, a six-toed cat that looks like he put a claw in a socket, and an incubus who just wants a smoothie without anyone losing their clothes.

Nothing Special VIII: SWAT Ed.: Fox & Bull

Author: A.E. Via

A fox can set many traps to catch his target—but this one only needs one to catch his.

Dominic “Bull” Walker is used to the simpler things in life. Give him his own land to work, a strong horse, and twelve hours of daylight, and he is a contented man.

But when someone threatens to take away the successful ranch that took him two years to rebuild, he’ll accept any help he can get to defend it.

Mandel “Fox” Tucker is a sixth-generation SWAT soldier. It’s embedded in his bones to protect and serve his community. So when he gets word of the vandalism

occurring on the Walker Ranch, he quickly volunteers the free time he has, thanks to his recent suspension.

The brief visit Fox had with Bull four months ago had been a contentious—but powerful—encounter. Therefore, he’s not surprised when he shows up on his

doorstep unannounced and has to pull out some of his best tricks to get past the six-foot-four, stubborn Texan.

Fox is only there to safeguard what’s most important to Bull. But being on the ranch brings an awareness to him that he embraces with both hands. Nature,

peace… love—things he never found in the city.

This book contains the love story of two new characters. It is a part of a series but can be read as a standalone.

There are no multiple pairings or sharing. Ends in a very HEA.

Trigger Warning: Mild police violence. Scenes are not graphic.

Dragon Treasure (Dragon Hoard Book 3)

Author: Minerva Howe

Dragon shifter Tyson has been hearing a distant call for months now, a lonely cry that he hopes is his mate. All he has to do is find out where it's coming from.

When the mournful voice screams for help, Tyson leaves his home and his brothers in the mountains of Colorado to rescue Myc, another dragon who's in a

terrible and dangerous situation. Nursing Myc and his niece and twin nephews back to health, Tyson knows he's found what he's looking for, but he doesn't want

to push. He's waited this long. He can wait until Myc is ready to mate with him.

Myc knows Tyson is the one for him, but he's lost his home and his family, and he's not sure he knows how to convince Tyson he's not shy or fragile. He also

knows he's added three more kids to Tyson's rapidly growing family, and he's afraid to ask Tyson to mate with him and have more.

Tyson and Myc have to fight the past, their own fears, and their deep, stubborn notions of what's right to come together with the kind of love they both know they

can make.

Right as Raine: An Aster Valley Novel

Author: Lucy Lennox

Tiller:

As the first openly gay professional football player, I can’t afford to make any mistakes, on or off the field. And the absolute biggest mistake I could make right

now would be to fall for Mikey Vining, my best friend, employee and, more importantly, Coach’s baby boy. I might fantasize about Mikey at night-—every

night—but actually touching him would be a serious personal foul. 

And falling for him? That’s completely out of bounds.

Mikey:



I’ve learned my lesson about falling for one of my dad’s players. They’re a bunch of spoiled jocks with more muscles than brains. I’ve spent years learning to keep

my eyes, and my hands, to myself. But resisting the temptation becomes nearly impossible when Tiller Raine and I end up together in a small cabin in a remote

Colorado town. 

Suddenly, there’s not much to do but look at each other. And talk. And hopefully, hopefully touch.

But what happens when our stay in Aster Valley is over and it’s time to return to the real world? Will Coach blow the whistle on our relationship? Or will Tiller

admit there might actually be something he loves more than football after all?

Dirty Forty (Friendship and Desire Book 1)

Author: Mia Monroe

If I'm as straight as I always thought, why does kissing my best friend feel so right?

Zach has been my ride or die since we were nine. Business partners, roommates, best friends...we do everything together. But the last thing either of

us expected was to be staring forty in the face just as single as we both were when we made a silly, drunken marriage pact twenty years ago. The

problem? Zach is gay…and, well, I’m not.

Under pressure from family, that pact comes rushing back, and I lock us into a fake engagement. But is it possible some part of me wants it to be

real?

Convincing Zach I’m legit is another story. With each passing day, I wonder if my feelings of affection for my best friend can morph into the love I

desperately want in my life. Something in Zach’s eyes tells me we can have it all if we just try.

It may have taken me a lifetime to see Zach with new eyes, but with every touch and discovery, it’s been worth the wait. On the edge of Dirty Forty, it’s

time to go for it.

All I have to do is convince Zach it’s real.

Dirty Forty is a best friends to lovers, marriage pact, demi/bisexual awakening featuring thirty years of pining, a fake engagement, curious kisses, and

two guys finally embracing what’s always been in front of them.

Cry Wolf: A Suspenseful Paranormal Romance (Big Bad Wolf Book 5)

Author: Charlie Adhara

"Charlie Adhara once again delivers a clever, fast-moving, intriguing and twisty mystery." —All About Romance 

 

Don’t miss this thrilling installment in Charlie Adhara’s suspenseful paranormal mystery series, Big Bad Wolf. 

 

Agent Cooper Dayton never thought anything could be harder than solving murders. Until he had to plan a wedding. 

 

After taking down an old adversary, Agent Cooper Dayton of the Bureau of Special Investigations has earned a break. Not that planning a wedding to his sexy 

shifter partner, Oliver Park, is necessarily stress free, but it’s better than worrying about the ominous warning, delivered months ago, that Cooper’s life is in 

danger. 

 

When he’s dragged to an event by his family, Cooper braces for an awkward evening, but instead finds himself in the middle of an ugly feud between Park’s ex 

and a rebel pack leader. What was supposed to be a quick outing turns into a full-blown murder investigation after the pack leader ends up dead, Park’s ex goes 

missing, and Cooper and Park are sent a series of disturbing wedding gifts that are somehow connected to it all.



 

The list of potential suspects is long, and with the bodies piling up, Cooper must turn to the one person he trusts the least: the villain he’s already put behind bars

once and who has nothing to lose by lying and everything to gain if Cooper is out of the picture—for good. 

 

Big Bad Wolf 

Book 1: The Wolf at the Door 

Book 2: The Wolf at Bay 

Book 3: Thrown to the Wolves 

Book 4: Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing 

Book 5: Cry Wolf

STAHP, Collaborate and Listen

Author: Susi Hawke

My mom’s always said I was born to be a journalist—nosy, full of questions, and unable to walk away from a good story. Maybe it’s the meerkat in me, but I’ve

always been on the lookout for danger, excitement, and intrigue.

I never expected to find my biggest adventure while following a lead for a story about classic diners. And I definitely didn’t expect to meet my fated mate while I

was there… or to start our relationship with a literal bang.

There’s no need to freak out when things get crazy, not when my protective mate is entirely made of sunshine and huge muscles. Plus he works for STAHP, the

vigilante organization all shifters know to fear and respect.

Now I’m sharing information with STAHP and helping them—and the infamous Team ALPHA—catch the bad guys before another greasy spoon goes up in

flames. And maybe keep my interfering family out of our hair in the meantime.

This is the second book in an mpreg series about the attempts of a dangerous group of ruthless vigilantes to go lawful… with dubious success. You can expect to

find naughty, knotty scenes of steamy passion, along with a lot of potty-mouth language and satisfactory violence when bad guys get what’s coming. Don’t worry,

you’ll still find all the fluffy mpreg feels and crazy antics you’d expect from Susi Hawke and Crista Crown.

Bossy

Author: N.R. Walker

Michael Piersen isn’t up for complications. He’s one of Sydney’s fastest-moving career-focused corporate realtors, and the only thing he has time for is one-night

stands with zero fuss.

Bryson Schroeder’s back home from two years overseas with plans to leave his family’s hotel empire and begin his own business ventures. Out with friends to

celebrate his return, he sees a gorgeous blond man across the bar, and with merely a smile and a raised eyebrow, they leave together for a night of incredible

chemistry.

The rules are clear: no names, no details, no complications.

But one night becomes one more night, and eventually the arrangement suits them both for weeks . . . until their professional and personal worlds collide. With

their hearts already on the line, Michael and Bry need to decide just how complicated they want to get.

Stud (Four Bears Construction Book 5)

Author: K.M. Neuhold

Stud: A boss, knob, or nail head...or, you know, the hot guy who’s way too young to keep asking me out with that adorably earnest smile… 

 

It’s been three years since West walked into my bar and asked me out for the first time. I was relieved he stopped asking after the first few “no”s and a 

way-too-good-to-be-real kiss. He’s fifteen years younger than I am; it can only lead to trouble. 

 

Of course, now he’s running through people off dating apps like it’s his job and wearing these lace panties that look really unfair on someone as furry and 

muscular as he is, and, um...what was I talking about? 

 

I probably shouldn’t sabotage his dates, but I’m only human. I might not be ready to admit that I want him, but I’m definitely not ready to let anyone else have him 

either. 

 

He’s too perfect, too hot, and I am in way too much trouble… 



*** Stud is a friends-to-lovers, construction-worker-in-panties, omg-so-much-swoon story that happens to be the fifth book in the Four Bears Construction Series.

Every book in this series CAN be read as a stand alone, but they’re a lot more fun together! 

 

King's Gambit (Road To Redemption Book 1)

Author: Aiden Bates

I'm done with falling for bad boys …

I've got a simple plan: bartend at King's Gambit until I have enough cash to start my own yoga studio. I'm not supposed to fall for King in the process.

Whoops.

I'm over bad boys, and ex-gangster King is badder than most, but I can't resist.

When trouble at the bar threatens what we're building together, I will stand by King through thick and thin. But he's not the only one haunted by his past.

All this time, he’s been worried he'll bring me down. But I could be the pawn that brings down the king.

Headstrong (Vino and Veritas)

Author: Eden Finley

A straight guy gives gay hookup tips to a virgin. What could go wrong? 

When I first met Whit, I couldn’t get away from him fast enough. He’s a hockey player, and I hate everything to do with the sport that broke my heart.

But I can’t help feeling sorry for the guy. He’s newly out and desperate to meet someone, but his eagerness seems to scare potential hook-ups away.

Agreeing to be his wingman should’ve been simple. Watching him flirt with other guys made things complicated.

Whit challenges me in every aspect of my life, from my hatred of hockey to the new questions I’m asking myself. Like why a straight man suddenly can’t stop

thinking about kissing another guy.

I think the answer lies somewhere on Whit’s lips...

Finn's Fantasy: Maine Men, Book One

Author: K.C. Wells

A secret desire

By day, Finn builds houses on the coastline of Maine. Afterhours, Finn dreams of the hot older guy who walks his chocolate lab on Goose Rocks Beach. The man

of his dreams ticks all his boxes. Salt and pepper hair. Strong jawline. Blue eyes.

His dream man is perfect fantasy material. As for actually speaking to him?

As if. Their paths won’t ever cross, and the guy is probably straight.

A new chapter

Recently divorced Joel is finally living as a gay man, but he’s not sure he’s ready to jump into a relationship. That doesn’t stop him from noticing his new

contractor’s muscular build, hewn from hard, physical work, or his storm-colored eyes. Or the way he wears his tool belt slung low on his hips. The icing on the

cake? There’s more to Finn than good looks. Maybe he’s the perfect guy to share long walks on the beach and warm nights in front of a fire.

But it’s been twenty years since Joel was with a man. While he’s not forgotten how to flirt, he’s nervous about making a move.

Especially with Finn.

More to Love



Author: Jayda Marx

Matthew - My love life is kind of a mess. Okay, fine, it’s non existent. Believe it or not, short, chubby, and furry aren’t characteristics that top most guys’ boyfriend

checklists; no guys I’ve met, anyway. My dating history is a shit parade of one night stands with men who promised to call the next day but never did. And so, I’ve

put finding love on the back burner to focus on my business.

I own a bakery called Muffin Tops (get it?) with my best friend Val. I do all of the baking and she handles ordering and accounting...and talking to our customers

because I have an awkward streak in me. Anyway, business is good, but it could be better, so I’ve scheduled a meeting at The Caldwell, the fanciest and most

successful hotel in the city in hopes of striking a business deal with them.

Nervous but hopeful, I head to my meeting, not expecting to have my world rocked when I meet Simon; a gorgeous, debonair, charming man who is sixteen years

my senior. What starts off as a business partnership soon develops into something greater than I ever dreamed of.

**This standalone M/M age gap romance is for readers 18 and up! It is low angst and insta-love, and is full of funny scenes, feel good moments, and lots of

steam! There is no cheating or cliffhangers and it has a very happy HEA.

Want Me (Extracurricular Activities Book 1)

Author: Neve Wilder

Two roommates. One calculus exam. A whole lot of extracurricular activity.

Living with four other guys, it’s bound to happen.

Every guy’s been caught taking care of business at least once, right?

It shouldn’t be a big deal.

But I don’t know Eric as well as my other roommates, and things are a little awkward now.

He’s a loner. A mystery. Quietly confident. Smart.

Sexy as hell.

I’ve been happily subsisting on the typical frat guy diet of booze and sorority girls.

But the way Eric looked at me that night?

There was something there.

Something that’s got me curious.

Something that’s stirring up feelings I thought I’d left behind for good.

Something that’s making me think I’m not as straight as I thought I was.

I can’t get him off of my mind.

I don’t think I want to.

So when he offers to help me study for a midterm, I take him up on it.

It’s innocent.

Probably. Maybe.

There’s no way I could’ve known what it’d start...

Want Meis a steamy new adult/college roommates-to-lovers gay awakening romance that unfolds across six episodes following Nate and Eric. Now bundled up in

one collection with a bonus episode for a seamless reading experience. It's book one in the Extracurricular Activities series.

Hot as Heller: An Aster Valley Novel

Author: Lucy Lennox

Book three in the Aster Valley series.

The Quiet House (Black and Blue Series Book 2)

Author: Lily Morton

Levi Black has mostly recovered from the events of a year ago. The only lingering effects are that he’s much more well known in York than he’d like to be, and 

he’s a lot more cautious about walking around his house naked. However, those events brought him the capricious and fascinating Blue, so he’s not complaining. 

On the contrary, he’s happy, in love, and looking forward to Blue finally moving in with him. And if sometimes he wonders what Blue sees in a boring cartoonist, 

he keeps that to himself.



 

Blue Billings is finally ready to throw off the memories of his past and move in with the person who means the most in the world to him. His psychic abilities have

grown in the last year to his mentor Tom's consternation, but Blue is determined to look on the bright side. He’s also focused on ignoring all the warning signs that

he’s received lately. 

 

However, even deeply buried secrets have a way of rising to the surface. And when a surprise from Blue’s past turns up and draws them away to a lonely house

on the Yorkshire moors, Levi and Blue must fight for their survival once again. 

 

From bestselling author, Lily Morton, comes the second book in the Black & Blue series. The books are intended to be read in order. 

The Silver Fox: Red's Tavern, Book 3

Author: Raleigh Ruebins

I rescue people from danger every day. But my love life? That’s a dumpster fire I can’t put out.

I had a badass life, my dream job as a firefighter, and I could snag anyone I wanted in bed. But when an injury temporarily took me off duty, it all screeched to a

halt. Now I’m healing, staying with my brother Red in Amberfield, this small town with jack-all to do.

Other than flirt with Perry. A hot-as-hell, shy but smoldering silver fox. And I think he wants me bad, even though I’m a straight, babyfaced jock in a baseball cap.

Perry is a family man, through and through. He would do anything for his mom, brother, nieces and nephews. When family drama threatens to ruin his big family

reunion, I know I can help. I offer to be Perry’s fake boyfriend for the reunion, so all eyes will be on us.

And then the plan works.

A little too well.

Turns out Silver Fox isn’t as bashful as he seemed. Now I’m becoming addicted to the feeling of his lips on mine. His skin pressed up against me in bed. Soon,

I’m fantasizing about going all the way with him, and I’m not sure I can call myself “straight” anymore with a straight face.

At first I just craved the attention. But Perry isn’t just great in bed--his family is fun as hell, too. For once, I feel like I belong somewhere.

And once we're done faking it, I don’t know how the hell I’m going to leave.

Baby Come Back: MMF Bisexual Menage Secret Baby Romance

Author: Roxanne Riley

My fiancé, Max, and I are perfect together. He's handsome, sweet, and makes me happier than I ever dreamed possible. Everything seems almost too good to be

true...until Max's sinfully hot ex-boyfriend, Forrest, moves in next door and I can't help but be a little worried that my bi fiancé might still be attracted to his former

flame.

Weirdly enough, though, things get even better then. Forrest slips into our lives as the best friend we never expected, almost like a piece we didn't know was

missing.

And he wants to help us with another missing piece: When Max and I struggle to conceive together, Forrest offers to step in and help us start the family we want

so badly.

But when Max suggests that Forrest put a baby in me the old-fashioned way, things get complicated quickly. On the one hand, bringing Forrest into our bedroom

takes us to new heights, a wild new sensual experience beyond anything I've ever felt before.

On the other hand, our hearts seem to get tangled up as quickly as our bodies, bringing back old feelings and igniting brand new ones, and the emotional

implications might run deeper than we planned.

Will our little arrangement end up tearing apart the idyllic future Max and I have been building?

Or is this a new foundation for something better than any of the three of us ever dreamed possible?

Baby Come Back is a bisexual second chance menage pregnancy romance with high heat MM and MFM scenes (swords do cross in this one!). It has no

cliffhangers and no cheating, but it does have a very happily ever after and lots of steam.

Twist Me (Tattoos and Temptation Book 6)



Author: Mia Monroe

He gave me freedom through restraint.

He captivated me the first time I saw him. I was drawn to him, curious about the mysterious, soft spoken older man. I convinced myself there was no way

someone so worldly would be interested in a shy, inexperienced guy like me. I’m careful what I reveal, choosing instead to live with what if.

But with each interaction, I felt things I never had before. Patiently, he gave me the space to peel back my armor, allowing him to twist me apart in ways I never

imagined. Now I crave the security of his ropes.

He opened up the way I see the world and myself in it. Can he open my heart too…

Twist Me is a steamy age gap tale exploring love and self through Shibari. It is book six in the Tattoos and Temptation series featuring hot Miami nights, Latin

desserts, and guys with ink.

It can be read as a standalone but the author recommends reading the series in order or at least book three, Free Me, for maximum enjoyment.

Featherbed (Vino and Veritas)

Author: Annabeth Albert

When a bookworm on borrowed time meets a younger, free-spirited chicken farmer, sparks and feathers fly…

Harrison Phillip Fletcher, III isn’t supposed to be here. Not in Burlington, Vermont, not running Vino & Veritas, a quaint inclusive bookstore and wine bar, and

definitely not still alive, at forty-two. Also not supposed to be here? An unexpected delivery of chickens.

Finn Barnes knows chickens. The burly organic farmer knows all about rare breed poultry, but dealing with a hot, older bookseller is an entirely different matter.

City slicker types like Harrison never end up staying in Vermont for the long-term.

They should steer clear of each other. But the flare of attraction is mutual. And somehow amid book discussions and farm tours, they discover plenty in common.

Now they’re stealing kisses in Finn’s barn, sneaking out like teens, and burning up the sheets.

What starts as a fling brings very real feelings for two lonely souls, but a future together seems as unlikely as chickens in a bookstore. Feathers may be flying, but

learning to trust takes time neither may have. Can they take a leap of faith together before it’s too late?

Featherbed is a stand-alone novel in Sarina Bowen’s World of True North. This opposites attract, age gap romance features a low-angst, fluffy—and

feathery—romp as a fish out of water discovers the home he never thought he’d find.

Aftermath (Vino and Veritas)

Author: L.A. Witt

Brent Weyland was the life of the party until an injury ended his hockey career. Now he’s retreated alone to a lakefront house, trying to make sense of a life and

body that don’t feel like his anymore. 

Jon Norquist was happily married right up until he wasn’t. Now a single father in his forties, he’s trying to figure out what comes next. In the meantime, he pours

his heartache and regret into the lyrics he sings for the wine bar crowd a couple of nights a week.

When a friend coaxes Brent out for a night of wine and music, he puts Brent and Jon on a collision course. Their chemistry is instantaneous. Jon gives Brent’s

battered body a much-needed remedial lesson in pleasure. And Brent gives Jon a reason to smile again. 

Multiple reasons, actually. Neither man wants anything serious, but love has a habit of showing up whether it’s welcome or not. No matter how hard they try, the

two can’t help having feelings for each other, even as life continues to throw them curveballs.

But they’ve both got baggage to unpack and hurt to move past, and if they can’t leave their pasts in the past, they might just miss out on an amazing future.

Straight as a Cucumber (#Love Wins Book 3)



Author: Ana Byrde

There's a couple of reasons I shouldn't crush on Zach Stauff.

1) He's my big brother's best friend.

2) He's my roommate.

3) He's straight.

None of those things matter when I'm around him and my heart starts beating like crazy. He's been the star of my wet dreams since forever, but to him I'm just the

kid who used to eat mudcakes. That is, until he walks in on me playing with a cucumber--without my clothes on. Worse, I was on camera streaming to an online

audience when he witnessed the 'cucumber incident.'

Now he's probably got a very different image of me.

My subscribers say we should make out. They say they'd pay good money for the show.

I can't ask Zach to do that.

But what if this is my best chance to touch something that isn't a vegetable?

Straight as a Cucumber is a ~70,000 word Romantic Comedy novel with little angst, lots of laughter, silly animals and sillier men. Knowledge of prior books in the

series is not at all necessary to enjoy this one. Buy now if you need a reason to smile today!

Heartscape (Vino and Veritas)

Author: Garrett Leigh

From award-winning author Garrett Leigh comes a gorgeous new romance in the True North world! Think: great food, burly men and good times.

Beards are optional but encouraged.

I’m not the obvious choice to run Burlington’s coolest wine bar—quiet, brooding, clueless about tannin content, and always one wrong turn away from another

downward spiral.

But no one seems to mind that I'm a wreck. Besides me. I just focus on getting through each shift until the night a beautiful stranger appears, looking as lost and

damaged as I feel.

When a mutual friend calls in a favor, the sexy newcomer winds up crashing on my couch. I don't know if it's his melodic Cornish accent, or his ocean blue eyes,

or the rock-hard body with the mysterious scars, but I get the feeling whatever happened to him runs far deeper than those wounds. 

Having Jax in my home makes my chest warm. Makes me shiver. Makes me want more. But I've got a pile of baggage and I don't want to be a burden on anyone

let alone a man who seems to have enough demons of his own. 

Our chemistry is off the charts. His arms feel like home. The last thing I want is to screw this up. Is it wrong to hope we can heal each other? Or will one of us die

trying?

HEARTSCAPE is a heartfelt MM friends-to-lovers romance in the True North world, with a brooding bartender, a rugged outdoorsman, sweet angst and lots of

Shipley cider. Triggers: contains mentions of depression, suicidal ideation and PTSD recovery.

Undercover (Vino and Veritas)

Author: Eliot Grayson

Gabe wants Alec between the sheets…too bad Alec’s undercover already…

Rich kid. Party boy. Gabe is tired of the labels. He’s a smart guy, but ever since he got kicked out of grad school, people are only interested in his no-limit credit

card and his pierced ears…and other places.

Tall, dark and scowling Alec hates Vermont, with its artisanal-freaking-everything and its irritating people. To be fair, most people irritate Alec, including the FBI

director who sent him here to investigate a smuggling scheme involving yoga mats. 

When one of the cutest twinks Alec’s ever seen takes an interest, Alec knows there’s an ulterior motive. No one with multi-colored hair, piercings, and an ass like

that would want boring, serious Alec. The kid must be up to no good. Either way, Alec can’t blow his cover. If only he could keep his hands off of Gabe long

enough to find out what he’s up to…

Can they ignore their explosive chemistry long enough to foil a smuggling ring? Or will their budding relationship sink faster than a yacht full of contraband?



Zander: An MM Daddy Romance (Johnson Family Rules Book 1)

Author: Carly Marie

It’s hard to get what you don’t ask for

Noah’s world turned on its head when he discovered his new boss was the gorgeous Daddy Dom he saw at DASH. He knows he should talk to him, but how can

he do that when he ends up hurting himself any time Deputy Daddy is near?

As the chief deputy, Zander knows he needs to keep things professional with the newest deputy. That becomes harder each time Noah gets hurt. All he wants to

do is swoop in and make things better. Maybe if he can find the mysterious guy with the intricate tattoo from DASH, he’ll be able to stop obsessing over the

newest deputy.

An accident has Zander’s personal and professional lives colliding as he discovers the man with the tattoo is none other than Noah. Now that he knows Noah’s

secret, the overprotective Daddy isn’t going away until he’s sure Noah is okay.

A little communication goes a long way, but after a misunderstanding and a lot of embarrassment, will the two ever be able to talk? If they can’t, one of them is

going to need a new job. If they can, Daddy and boy might just discover that they are exactly what the other has been looking for.

Zander is the first book in the Johnson Family Rules series. When the Johnson family is around, there’s no telling what might happen. They are a family who

loves fiercely and wants everyone to have their happily ever after. Zander and Noah are bound to be inundated with nosy people, embarrassing moments, and a

unconditional support while they find their way as Daddy and boy.

Take Me: Duff Coven Book 2

Author: Jayda Marx

Lachlan is a vampire of many layers. He has the body and soul of a warrior, but a kind, loving heart. He is fiercely loyal to his Coven Master and best friend

Callum (to whom he’s second in command), and to his people. Lach owns and runs a bakery in the village, working alone to feed the coven a variety of delicious

sweeties. But he’s tired of being alone, especially when it comes to his personal life. He’s so happy for Callum and the love he shares with his mate Brodie, but

yearning burns inside him to find his own perfect mate. In the most unexpected way, he meets his scared, secretive little lamb, and is thrilled to give his mate all

the tender loving care he so desperately needs.

Lennox's road hasn't been easy - he lost his family at fourteen and has spent the past four years in a boys' home, where he's battled loneliness and sadness.

He's released when he comes of age, and just when he thinks he's found a friend and a chance for a happy future, he learns how horribly wrong he was when

that "friend" turns on him in the worst way. With no one to lean on and nowhere to go, Lennox runs, and soon finds himself homeless and hungry. When things

look bleakest, Fate intervenes, delivering a strong, handsome savior. Lennox is guarded and scared, but if he can learn to trust again, he can find eternal

happiness in arms that will never let him fall.

**This is the second book in the “Duff Coven” series, and they are best enjoyed when read in order. This M/M paranormal romance is for readers 18 and up! It

contains no cliffhangers or cheating, and has a very happy HEA. It is low angst and insta-love, and features steamy scenes between a sexy vampire and his fated

mate, loads of teeth tingling sweetness, and just a touch of gore.

Love Always, Wild (For Him Book 1)

Author: A.M. Johnson

Wilder, 

 

When I left that night, I had every intention of coming back to you. To us. But no matter how hard I wish for what I want, there are some things in life that aren't 

meant to be. I don't expect you to understand. You've already moved on, living your life. But mine ended that night, nine years ago, and I still can't let you go. Not 

sure I ever will. I regret so many things, but hurting you, I'll never forgive myself. I'm sorry for… everything. 

 

Jax~ 

 

 

**** 

 

 

Jax, 

If only you could've seen it like I did, the way you were when you thought the world wasn't watching. How you'd change when I looked at you, when it was just us. 

But most of all… I wish you could've seen how much it hurt me when you disappeared. Regrets are for cowards. It has always been my belief you should chase 

after the things you want with actions, not words. There is no such thing as never meant to be. 

So this apology… not accepted… 

 

Love always, Wild



 

**Love Always, Wild is a full-length emotional standalone, HEA, contemporary MM romance featuring second chances, southern accents, a cat named Gandalf,

and a sassy best friend who moonlights as a therapist.** 

 

 

Trusting You, Trusting Me: A Hart Security Spin Off

Author: Jacki James

I used to believe in true love and happy ever after, but my ex taught me that not all men are prince charming… and that I can’t trust myself to tell the

difference.

I had a plan for my life: a husband, a couple of kids, a successful career in animal medicine. For a short time, it looked like I was going to get everything I wanted.

But my prince turned into a frog, and I was left trying to navigate life as a single dad.

Then along comes Ash Sutherland, and our one-night stand turns into so much more. Once again, I can see a path to the future I always dreamed of. But what if

I’m wrong, and just like before I’m seeing something that isn’t real.

The longer I’m around him, the easier it is for me to believe that this time I might get it right. If he can learn to trust others after all he has been through, then

surely, I can do the same.

But when family secrets from his past come to light, will our newfound love be strong enough to weather the storm?

Trusting You, Trusting Me features an adorable dog, a mischievous set of twin boys, and two men who are learning to trust, not only each other, but themselves.

This book is set in the same world as the Hart Security books.

Stone Cold Obsidian (Arrowtown Book 6)

Author: Lisa Oliver

Arrowtown #6 - Can be read as standalone

Obsidian River, known to his friends as 'Dian' has lived a long and comfortable life, working as an enforcer for the Paranormal Council with his friend Eagle. Being

sent to Arrowtown to track down a faint lead on a missing rhino shifter was an everyday occurrence. Besides, he would get to catch up with an old friend, Cam

and gossip had it, that Cam owned a bar and his mate owned a bakery. Dian was always a fan of fresh baked goods and beer. In his head it was simple - go to

Arrowtown, sample some local fun and head home again. That was, until he heard a certain man laugh...

Keenak, known as Kee to everyone around him, hadn't been working at Cam's bar in Arrowtown long, but he already felt as though he'd found a permanent

home. The people were friendly, he was renting a cute little apartment, and Brutus at the bakery made the best bear claws he'd ever had. It was nice, to just stop

running - to shoot the breeze with the locals at the bar, and sleep in a warm bed at night. Cam's dislike of men in suits added to his feeling comfortable... until two

men in suits came to town.

Pixie dust doesn't always make rainbows. When people start coming out of the woodwork after Kee, the two men must make a choice - run and pray no one

catches up to them, or trust in the people of Arrowtown to keep them safe.

Dian and Kee are two new characters to Arrowtown, and this book can be read as a standalone. But the plot lines regarding the rhino and a certain rabbit in

Cam's bar will mean more if you've read previous books in the series. This is an MM Fated Mates story containing graphic language, a few incidents of violence,

and intimate situations between men written specifically for adults. Please store your ebooks responsibly.

Playing with a Lawyer (A Paranormal's Love Book 33)

Author: Charlie Richards

Lawyer Jory Dartmore runs across some confusing points in a case file. He calls the ex-employee who’d been working on the file, Attain Walsh, but his phone is 

picked up by the man’s lover, Ssimeas. When Ssimeas tells Jory that Attain is unavailable for a while, he invites Jory to the ranch for dinner and to speak with 

Attain afterward. Jory accepts, curious about the man who’d won the heart of Attain, a confirmed bachelor. 

 

Jory enjoys the meal and the company before slipping into an office to speak privately with Attain. When he opens the door to leave, he comes face to face 

with…something other. To Jory’s eternal embarrassment, he faints. 

 

Biscane would forever feel horrible for freaking out his mate, even though he wasn’t trying to. He was just heading upstairs with his breakfast when a scent 

catches his attention. He can’t resist pausing to sniff around the door. While growling with delight at the delicious aroma...the door opens, and Jory appears.



Fortunately, Biscane’s gargoyle reflexes and strength make it easy to catch him. 

 

Upon finding out that Jory is a high-profile lawyer working at a firm with at least one homophobe, can Biscane figure out a way to bring his human round to the

idea of sharing a life with him?

Always

Author: RJ Scott

Lives change in an instant, but with family found and forever love, there is always hope.

Impetuously putting his life on the line, Adam saved a child trapped in a car wreck and suffered career-ending injuries. Living with chronic pain, and at his lowest

moments, he had friends who wouldn't let him give up, a family who had his back, and even though his future was different from what he'd always planned, he at

least had hope. When Cameron and Finn land on his doorstep, he never dreamed that he would fall in love with the small family or that maybe he'd get to be a

hero again.

Cameron goes from being a devoted husband to a single dad overnight. With his neatly planned future in ruins, he will do anything to make a new life for his son,

even if it means moving to the other side of the country. Renting a room from Adam is the first step in making a home for him and Finn, but falling for the former

firefighter was never part of the plan.

The shadows from Cameron's past might take a long time to touch this fragile future, but will he have to face the consequences alone when they do? Or will there

always be hope?

Booklover (Vino and Veritas)

Author: J.E. Birk

Two guys meet over a stack of romance novels. Soon they're turning pages late into the night...

Jamie Morin’s college GPA drops every time a cow breaks through a fence, but he’s determined to get his degree and keep his parents’ Vermont dairy farm

afloat. He’d rather be reading than milking, but he can’t let his family down…not the way his brother did. So the last thing he needs is distraction in the form of an

irresistible bookseller with a mysterious backstory.

Briar Nord has a lifetime of experience proving that happily-ever-afters only happen in his favorite books. But his luck might be changing. He’s got a great job at a

bookstore, and he lives in a city that puts maple syrup on everything. But Briar knows not to trust anything or anyone. And that includes a gorgeous farm boy with

soulful eyes and too many obligations. 

When Jamie joins Briar’s romance novel book club, they both feel an instant connection. Soon they’re turning pages long into the night. But Briar’s past was

bound to catch up with him. Sometimes, though, it takes two heroes to write a new ending . . .

The One That Got Away: An MM romantic suspense

Author: Nicky James

Someone is following me. I’m not imagining it. I’m not crazy.

Charlie Falkingham is convinced someone is stalking him. There are signs. There are clues. But no one believes him. After living through a childhood horror,

Charlie suffers from a severe paranoia disorder, among many things, and the Hamilton Police Department has labeled him the boy who cries wolf.

When the only person in the department who ever listened to Charlie’s concerns retires, who can Charlie reach out to for help?

Arrogant and young, Officer Takoda Dyani has a chip on his shoulder a mile wide. He’s rude and brash and doesn’t play well with others. He has more enemies

than friends. When his senior officer assigns him to be Charlie’s consultant, Takoda knows it will end badly. He doesn’t have time to coddle a prissy rich boy.

However, if he can’t calm Charlie’s paranoid delusions and act civil for once, he’ll lose his job.

But are they delusions?

The longer he knows Charlie, the more Takoda realizes, something isn’t right.

Is someone really stalking Charlie, or is Takoda getting too wrapped up in Charlie’s world?

**The One That Got Away is an MM romantic suspense thriller. Triggers for severe anxiety and panic disorder, OCD, dissociative episodes, PTSD. The plot line

includes a reference to a past child kidnapping and sex-trafficking incident. Details of sex-trafficking are NOT discussed in any part of the story.**

The Mysterious and Amazing Blue Billings (Black and Blue Series Book 1)

Author: Lily Morton



Levi Black is at a crossroads. After suffering a loss and breaking up a long-term relationship, he’s looking for a change. When he receives the news he’s inherited

a house in York, he seizes the opportunity to begin a new chapter in his life.

However, when he gets there, he finds a house that has never kept its occupants for very long. Either through death or disinclination, no one stays there, and

after a few days of living in the place, Levi can understand why. Strange noises can be heard at all hours of the day and night, and disturbing and scary things

begin to happen to him. He never believed in ghosts before, but when events take a sinister turn, he knows he must look for help. He finds it in the unlikely form of

the blue-haired leader of a ghost tour.

Blue Billings is edgy, beautiful, and lost. Utterly lost. He conceals so many secrets that some days it’s a miracle he remembers his own name. He knows that he

should ignore Levi because he threatens the tenuous grip Blue has on survival. But there’s something about the kind-eyed man that draws Blue to him.

Something that demands he stay and fight for him when he would normally run in the opposite direction.

As the two men investigate the shocking truth behind Levi’s house, they also discover a deep connection that defies the short length of time they’ve known each

other. But when events escalate and his life is on the line, Levi has to wonder if it was wise to trust the Mysterious and Amazing Blue Billings.

Red, White & Royal Blue: A Novel

Author: Casey McQuiston

* Instant NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestseller *

* GOODREADS CHOICE AWARD WINNER for BEST DEBUT and BEST ROMANCE of 2019 *

* BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR* for VOGUE, NPR, VANITY FAIR, and more! *

What happens when America's First Son falls in love with the Prince of Wales?

When his mother became President, Alex Claremont-Diaz was promptly cast as the American equivalent of a young royal. Handsome, charismatic, genius—his

image is pure millennial-marketing gold for the White House. There's only one problem: Alex has a beef with the actual prince, Henry, across the pond. And when

the tabloids get hold of a photo involving an Alex-Henry altercation, U.S./British relations take a turn for the worse.

Heads of family, state, and other handlers devise a plan for damage control: staging a truce between the two rivals. What at first begins as a fake, Instragramable

friendship grows deeper, and more dangerous, than either Alex or Henry could have imagined. Soon Alex finds himself hurtling into a secret romance with a

surprisingly unstuffy Henry that could derail the campaign and upend two nations and begs the question: Can love save the world after all? Where do we find the

courage, and the power, to be the people we are meant to be? And how can we learn to let our true colors shine through? Casey McQuiston's Red, White &

Royal Blue proves: true love isn't always diplomatic.

"I took this with me wherever I went and stole every second I had to read! Absorbing, hilarious, tender, sexy—this book had everything I crave. I’m

jealous of all the readers out there who still get to experience Red, White & Royal Blue for the first time!" - Christina Lauren, New York Times

bestselling author of The Unhoneymooners

"Red, White & Royal Blue is outrageously fun. It is romantic, sexy, witty, and thrilling. I loved every second." - Taylor Jenkins Reid, New York Times

bestselling author of Daisy Jones & The Six

His Assistant (His Chance Book 3)

Author: Alexa Land

I knew going to work for movie star and party boy Harper Royce was a mistake.

It was a bigger mistake to sleep with him, but here we are.

At least this situation is temporary. I’m on the verge of a major breakthrough with my musical career, and then my days of working as a personal assistant are

over. As long as I don’t fall for Harper, this should all work out just fine.

If only he wasn’t drop-dead gorgeous, but I can resist a pretty face. When he starts showing me his vulnerable side, though? Well, now I’m in trouble.

This light-hearted, opposites attract gay romance features a spoiled Hollywood A-lister, his long-suffering assistant, and a loopy chicken. It’s set in the world of

Alexa Land’s Firsts and Forever and His Chance Series, but it absolutely can be read as a stand-alone.

Pop Star (Famous Book 1)



Author: Eden Finley

Harley

What happens when the most successful boy band on the planet breaks up?

How about twenty thousand fans screaming my name.

But the price of fame comes with an increased risk to my safety.

I’ve been avoiding the dreaded B word for as long as I can, but after a close call with a rambunctious fan, I can’t do it anymore.

It’s time to give in.

I need to hire a full-time bodyguard.

And when he shows up, he not only screams badass, he’s another B word I try to stay away from: boyfriend material.

Brix

Protecting people is not what my company usually does, but the boss knows I need money, and the pop star is offering an insane amount to live with him and

make sure no more crazy fans break into his house.

I’m doing it for the money and nothing else.

He may be the prettiest man I’ve ever seen, and I may feel sorry for the celebrity life he’s been forced into since he was a teenager, but that doesn’t mean

anything.

Just because he fascinates me, that doesn’t mean I like him.

It doesn’t.

Professionalism. I’m gonna live it. Breathe it. Enforce it … Mostly.

Frost's Bite (The Mystic Bay Series Book 3)

Author: M.A. Church

He’s what things that go bump in the night fear.

Tragedy brings the ice elemental, Nicholas Frost, to America and lands him on the doorstep of the High Council. While surrounded by a group of Guardians who

question his offer to kill the vampire Jackson, Nicholas stumbles across the man fate has decreed his. Although overjoyed, the secret he hides is now in jeopardy

of being revealed.

Something lethal lurks within.

Cold. Powerful. Feared. A killer. Like the softly falling snow, Nicholas is silent and deadly. Always alone. Always guarded. His abilities are unrivaled, and other

paranormals avoid him. With good reason.

And the man fate has paired him with is a truthsayer—a living lie detector.

Guardian Jonas Parker is convinced fate has made a monumental mistake. Guardian lifespans are practically eternal. Elementals only live a couple of hundred

years. No way that golden thread which links them means what he thinks it does. Surely fate wouldn’t gift him with a man he’ll outlive?

Jonas is a truthsayer, which is difficult enough. Add in the chance of an accidental surface reading if he touches bare skin, and no one is willing to get close to

him. Jonas can dig into anyone’s psyche and unearth all their secrets regardless if they’re willing are not.

No secret can remain hidden from him.

While Nicholas and Jonas struggle to figure out how a mating can work between two such different paranormals, Jackson plots. As the final battle looms on the

horizon for the men of Mystic Bay, a terrifying prospect has emerged—something not even Nicholas and the others may be able to defeat.

Haven: A MM Paranormal Mystery Romance

Author: Morgan Brice

Old secrets, hidden psychics, secret shifters, ghosts, scandals—and true love.

A series of long-ago disappearances leads cold case private detective Austin Williams to investigate a troubled sanitarium. Jamie Miller is new in town,

temporarily running the local historical association, and he willingly signs on to help solve Austin’s mystery. Sparks fly between them as they dig into the hospital’s

troubled past. But someone wants the past to stay buried—and is willing to bury Austin and Jamie to keep it that way.

Haven is part of the Magic Emporium series. Each book stands alone, but each one features an appearance by Marden’s Magic Emporium, a shop that can

appear anywhere, but only once and only when someone’s in dire need. This book contains explicit scenes, action, mystery, hurt/comfort, geeks in love,

supernatural secrets, a brave historian and a lovelorn private detective, plus a guaranteed HEA. It is loosely connected to my Fox Hollow series.



Scars

Author: Jason Collins

SIMON:

The abusive ex, the endless arguments—I’ve put all that behind me. I’m healing at my own pace, and with my new job at the local bakery, I’ve got almost

everything I need. I won’t give in to the wrong kind of man twice, but these long hours make me crave a release I can’t get from just anyone.

Dane isn’t just anyone.

He’s a fireman who takes charge, and he’s not afraid to have his way with the right person. The more nights we spend together, the more I wonder if that person

might be me. Of course, I knew my ex would resurface, but I didn’t think he’d resort to stalking me. Dane’s protective, but he suddenly turns cold and won’t say

why. I know it’s because of my ex, and I won’t let my him ruin my life again.

DANE:

A new life, a new city. I’m feeling at home in Chicago, and the good men at the fire station make me think I could leave who I was behind. Firefighting keeps my

temper—and my impulses—in check. The last thing I need is a distraction.

But Simon is endlessly distracting.

The one thing I’m missing from my life is a man who’ll let me take control. Simon brings back that familiar longing, and I want to explore it with him. But when he

tells me about his abusive ex, I pull back. Anger used to rule my life, and the more his ex appears, the more I fear I’ll hurt the man who’s hurt Simon. I can’t let

Simon see that—even if it means pushing him away.

This is a standalone MM romance.

Try Me (Extracurricular Activities Book 2)

Author: Neve Wilder

Two rivals. One law internship. A whole lot of objectionable activity.

It wasn’t always this way between us.

We were best friends growing up.

Competitive? Yeah.

Ruthless? Definitely.

Neither of us liked to lose.

But the intense chemistry?

That’s new.

The hatred in his eyes?

That’s new, too.

I should let it go.

There’s too much bad blood between our families. Between us.

But I can’t.

I don’t think he can, either.

Now we’re gunning for the same internship.

If he thinks I’ll back down, he’s dead wrong.

Once upon a time, I lost everything.

I won’t let it happen again.

Go ahead. Try me.

From the author of Want Me comes the second new adult college romance in the Extracurricular Activities series. Expect drama, snark, feels, egregious misuse

of private property, a guy who’s way more heteroflexible than he realized, and a semi-sorta reformed bad boy who loves to test him.

Beneath the Opal Arc: Immortal Jewels Volume I: (MM Medieval Fantasy Romance)

Author: Lee Colgin



As the battle rages around him, Laurence stops to witness a witch casting a powerful magical arc. Werewolves race past, running for cover, but Laurence can’t

tear his gaze from the vulnerable spellcaster.

When Remy is injured, he doesn’t expect a vampire to come to his rescue. What is he to Laurence if not dinner? But Laurence carries him to safety, ensures he

gets treatment, and protects him from a pack of angry werewolves.

No one knows how long the magical arc will only hold. Frightened by what might happen when it falls, Remy needs to escape the frontlines and find a safe haven

before his own people hunt him down for treason.

As sparks fly between the unlikely pair, can they find solace in love, or will the supernatural war claim two more victims?

Beneath the Opal Arc

~A vulnerable witch lost on enemy soil

~A lonely vampire fighting to protect his charge

~A love story neither of them saw coming

Beneath the Opal Arc is an MM Paranormal Romance packed with adventure, a steamy love story, and danger at every turn. This novel contains violence and

scenes intended for mature readers.

Home Again: A Friends to Lovers MM Romance (Finding You Book 1)

Author: Ana Ashley

They used to be best friends… can they ever be more?

Joel's entire world has come crashing down.

When he finds himself back home to scatter the ashes of his parents, he doesn't know how his heart can ever feel love after the loss of his family.

David has been baking since he was a teenager.

While he's been running the family café, love has taken a backseat in his life. Not to mention he’s keeping a big secret from everyone he knows.

An old travel journal.

A road trip in a temperamental red car.

Pastries, lots of pastries.

When the two childhood friends reunite, emotions re-ignite. But when the bubble bursts and secrets come out, will their love be strong enough?

Home Again is a MM romance with a best friends to lovers theme, a meddling family, lots of steam and a HEA.

■Home Again was previously published under the title Made in Portugal and the pen name of Ana Newfolk. While the manuscript received a light edit, the story

itself hasn’t changed.

Other books in the series:

Together Again

Love Again

Second Nature (His Chance Book 2)

Author: Alexa Land

The last time I saw Gabriel, he was putting me on a bus and sending me to some relatives I’d never met, with the hope of a fresh start after rehab. 

 

That was four years ago. 

 

Now he’s back in my life. I’ve wanted him for years, while he’s always thought of me as just a friend. This is my one shot at turning our friendship into so much 

more. 

 

But how do I convince him I’m the man he needs, and not the broken boy he used to know? 

 

Second Nature is book two in Alexa Land’s His Chance Series, which is a spinoff of her best-selling Firsts and Forever Series. Firsts and Forever readers will 

recognize some familiar faces, but this gay romance can be read as a stand-alone.



Second Act (His Chance Book 1)

Author: Alexa Land

After pursuing my big break in Hollywood for more than a decade, I’ve finally landed the role of a lifetime. The only downside--it happened just as sweet,

gorgeous Lorenzo and I were taking the first tentative steps from friendship to so much more. Our brand-new relationship barely had a chance to get off the

ground, and now the pressures of my new-found success are coming at us from every angle.

Can I really have it all? Or will chasing fame and fortune end up costing me the man of my dreams?

This age gap, opposites attract gay romance begins the brand new His Chance Series. It’s set in the same world as Alexa Land’s Firsts and Forever and

Castaways Series, but you don’t need to be familiar with any of those books to enjoy this one.

Second Act (His Chance Book 1)

Author: Alexa Land

After pursuing my big break in Hollywood for more than a decade, I’ve finally landed the role of a lifetime. The only downside--it happened just as sweet,

gorgeous Lorenzo and I were taking the first tentative steps from friendship to so much more. Our brand-new relationship barely had a chance to get off the

ground, and now the pressures of my new-found success are coming at us from every angle.

Can I really have it all? Or will chasing fame and fortune end up costing me the man of my dreams?

This age gap, opposites attract gay romance begins the brand new His Chance Series. It’s set in the same world as Alexa Land’s Firsts and Forever and

Castaways Series, but you don’t need to be familiar with any of those books to enjoy this one.

AnyFANG for Him: A Bite to Save, Shifter, MPreg-Possible Love Story (CREA Book 5)

Author: J. D. Light

Fagan's father is the alpha of his pit,... and he's sick, and only seems to be getting worse. The healer that comes to the viper pit every few weeks, can't seem to

figure out why a shifter would be getting so ill, so Fagan goes to Purdy, looking for help. He didn't expect to find a human healer ready and willing to walk smack

into the middle of a viper pit to help, but he's beginning to think Waters is either extremely brave or completely insane. Either way, he'll have to prepare the

human, just in case the worse happens and he's bitten by a deadly viper. That means biting him over and over until he becomes immune. The problem is, a

shifter's bite can affect the person they are biting two way. Immense pain, usually used during torture and... pleasure. Waters will take the pleasure, thank you.

But after so much time and their countless intimate encounters, how will either man handle it when Fagan's father is better, and Waters has to go back to Purdy?

AnyFANG for Him is book 5 in my new MPreg-possible series. It's a spin-off of the Chosen series, and involves a whole new generation, but will of course have

cameos from some of your favorite Chosen characters as well as some Terra Mortis characters. I consider these books MPreg light. Meaning, though pregnancy

is possible, that does not mean it will be in every book. Each book contains a new couple with a guaranteed HEA, but if you want to know what is going on with

the background plot, it is suggested that you read them in order!

Pop Star (Famous Book 1)

Author: Eden Finley

Harley 

 

What happens when the most successful boy band on the planet breaks up? 

How about twenty thousand fans screaming my name. 

But the price of fame comes with an increased risk to my safety. 

I’ve been avoiding the dreaded B word for as long as I can, but after a close call with a rambunctious fan, I can’t do it anymore. 

It’s time to give in. 

I need to hire a full-time bodyguard. 

And when he shows up, he not only screams badass, he’s another B word I try to stay away from: boyfriend material. 

 

Brix 

 

Protecting people is not what my company usually does, but the boss knows I need money, and the pop star is offering an insane amount to live with him and



make sure no more crazy fans break into his house. 

I’m doing it for the money and nothing else. 

He may be the prettiest man I’ve ever seen, and I may feel sorry for the celebrity life he’s been forced into since he was a teenager, but that doesn’t mean

anything. 

Just because he fascinates me, that doesn’t mean I like him. 

It doesn’t. 

Professionalism. I’m gonna live it. Breathe it. Enforce it … Mostly.

Missionary

Author: Ian O. Lewis

“I know it’s wrong, but I can’t help it with you.”

Brig- After being disowned by my family, I struck out on my own. I landed in a new city, far away from everything I’d ever known. Creating a new life was hard, but

I found a job in a bookstore I loved. For years I hid behind books, afraid to discover what life had to offer. But, in the blink of an eye, my dream job vanished. Fate

intervened, and a handsome, successful restaurateur hired me as his personal assistant. Day after day I worked with Fernando, while the heat between us grew

smoldering hot. The attraction was immediate, and when I spied on him skinny dipping in his pool, I almost gave in to temptation. But I needed to keep this job.

Instead of giving in to my urges, I stuffed them deep inside. Until one day I couldn’t keep my secret crush inside any longer.

Fernando- For twenty years I worked my fingers to the bone. As a result, I now owned a chain of successful, upscale restaurants, and had an enormous bank

balance. It only had one drawback, one that I never expected. I was lonely, and for the first time in my life, wondered if I had done the right thing by ignoring my

heart. When I first met my new personal assistant, there was an instant connection. His deep, green eyes reassured me when I felt lost, and soon I wanted more

from him than a boss/employee relationship. Brig was younger than me, and I couldn’t imagine he’d ever want to take our professional relationship to a much

more personal level. But when I saw one of my employees putting the make on him, I wanted to explode. Should I take a chance on Brig, or should I keep

pretending that love didn’t matter?

Missionary is a standalone novel about two men ignoring their hearts until they laid eyes on each other. This is the second edition of Missionary, and it has been

substantially rewritten.

Fair Trade: Bold Brew Book 7

Author: Cate Ashwood

After working with the same partner for almost fifteen years, she ditched me for a cushy teaching job. And I thought things couldn’t get worse.

I was wrong.

Because walking into the ambulance station to see my new rookie is none other than the guy I’d picked up in a seedy bar would’ve been bad enough.

Except we hadn’t just hooked up.

Nope.

What we’d done went so far beyond an anonymous one-nighter.

And now I'm not sure what to do with myself, because being with Nick isn’t just against station rules.

It’s against mine.

But I can’t seem to stop, and what’s even more concerning…

I can’t make myself care.

Mr. Uptight

Author: Felice Stevens

Jude: 

What do you do when you wake up with a hangover and find yourself in bed with your best friend's younger brother? 

Who happens to be your new brother-in-law? 

The man who drives you crazy.



The man who always skated by on fast-talk, good looks, and a bright smile. 

The one who makes you want to break all the rules. 

You hire him as your assistant, of course. 

And pray you can keep your sanity. 

And your hands off him. 

 

Mason: 

How do you prove you've changed? 

That you're no longer the party-boy who always needed rescuing from his own mistakes—and boy you've made some big ones. 

But no one needs to know your secrets. 

You take a job with the one man who doesn't trust you. 

Who's waiting for you to screw up. 

You try and forget that one explosive night together. 

Except you can't. 

And to your shock...neither can he. 

 

What do you do when the one man you can't imagine living with is the one you can't live without?

Beneath the Opal Arc: Immortal Jewels Volume I: (MM Medieval Fantasy Romance)

Author: Lee Colgin

As the battle rages around him, Laurence stops to witness a witch casting a powerful magical arc. Werewolves race past, running for cover, but Laurence can’t

tear his gaze from the vulnerable spellcaster.

When Remy is injured, he doesn’t expect a vampire to come to his rescue. What is he to Laurence if not dinner? But Laurence carries him to safety, ensures he

gets treatment, and protects him from a pack of angry werewolves.

No one knows how long the magical arc will only hold. Frightened by what might happen when it falls, Remy needs to escape the frontlines and find a safe haven

before his own people hunt him down for treason.

As sparks fly between the unlikely pair, can they find solace in love, or will the supernatural war claim two more victims?

Beneath the Opal Arc

~A vulnerable witch lost on enemy soil

~A lonely vampire fighting to protect his charge

~A love story neither of them saw coming

Beneath the Opal Arc is an MM Paranormal Romance packed with adventure, a steamy love story, and danger at every turn. This novel contains violence and

scenes intended for mature readers.

The Other Side of Here

Author: E.M. Lindsey

“I’m a man of regrets, my love. I can always think of a thousand ways I could have done things better. But I don’t regret him.”

Married for nearly two decades, Luca and Sebastion know what they want from life and from love, but they certainly don’t expect the shake-up that is Alexander

Thomas. Their marriage has been open since the start, but it’s not until Luca sends a wrong text that they realize there might be room for something new.

Something a little bit more permanent. The only problem is, Xan’s already taken, and the man he’s with is dangerous.

Xan’s life has been off the rails since his parents died, and with his current relationship turning toxic, he’s not sure he wants to inflict his chaos on the lives of two

men who don’t deserve it. Luca and Sebastion are worthy of so much more, and Xan isn’t sure he’ll ever deserve the chance at their unconditional love. After all,

he’s been engaged to a man who can’t stand him for two years, and he still can’t find the courage to leave. But when things go from bad to worse, Xan knows

something has to give, and he realizes then the only difficult step to take is the first one.

Some relationships are meant for moments, and some are meant for forever, but none of these men know how their story will end until they’re standing together,

on the other side of here.

The Other Side of Here is a MMM stand-alone romance with a happily ever after.  Please see copyright page for content warnings.

Pretty Wild (Boys in Makeup Book 3)



Author: Christina Lee

Clark

I see myself as mature and responsible for a twenty-four-year-old—I have a steady job, a comfortable apartment, and eventually I’ll find the right guy to settle

down with. Some might find this boring, but at least I know what I want. That is, until reconnecting with a childhood companion flips my preconceived notions

upside down. Skylar was my first real friend—my first crush too—and twelve years later, he’s still the same gorgeous and charismatic free spirit. I’m easily sucked

back into his orbit, my protests futile when it comes to his amusingly harebrained ideas. I can’t let myself fall for him, though, because I’m searching for forever

and he only wants casual.

Skylar

If you’re looking for a good time, I’m your guy. I love hookups, shaking my booty at the club, and having fun. I’ve seen how love can hurt and have mended too

many broken hearts to risk my own.

Still, having Clark back in my life makes me feel grounded…and sort of mushy inside. It’s not only because his chunky glasses turn him into an adorably hot Clark

Kent. It’s also how he makes me feel like I can be more. Which is why hooking up with him is a bad idea. But resisting him becomes impossible, and before I

know it, each touch, kiss, and night spent together only makes me crave more.

We want different things, so there’s no way this will last. But Clark makes me consider breaking my rules and trying this boyfriend stuff for real. What’s a guy to do

when his best friend steals the heart he’s afraid to give? I guess it comes down to potentially hurting him, or losing the only guy I’ve ever really wanted. Pretty

wild, right?

The Twelfth Knight (Guardians of Camelot Book 1)

Author: Victoria Sue

Hundreds of years ago as a last desperate act of revenge, the witch Morgan-le-Fey sent supernatural monsters out into the future to vanquish a humanity King

Arthur wouldn't be able to save.

Born a commoner, Lancelot wasn't supposed to be a knight in his own time, never mind in a modern world he is woefully untrained to protect.

Mel has survived his father's death, his mother's drinking, and being abandoned on the streets of New York at fourteen. He has enough problems trying to pay the

rent and doesn't need some weird English guy insisting he join him in a war centuries in the making, and fighting an evil somehow he has the magical ability to

prevent.

Can Mel and Lance defeat the greatest enemy the world has ever known? Or in the midst of fighting evil will they learn that the most powerful weapon they have

is each other?

Author warning: Contains a stubborn English knight too proud to admit he needs help, and a snarky American full of sass and awesome movie

quotes.

Two Alphas, One Omega (A Men of Meadowfall Book 4)

Author: Anna Wineheart

A lonely omega. An ageing alpha. Valen's an alpha, too, and he wants them both.

Sam Brentwood had everything... and he's lost it all. At eighteen, he left the love of his life. At nineteen, he miscarried Valen's baby. These days, Sam's hidden

his heart away, working multiple jobs to afford a house.

Valen Tolstoy has a secret—two, actually. One: he's never stopped missing his omega. Two: he's dating the station's second-in-command. Harris is two decades

older than Valen, richer and better than Valen can possibly be. Sooner or later, Harris will realize Valen's not worth hanging around, and he'll leave.

Ten years ago, Harrison Fields lost his family. Afraid of risking his heart with another omega, he's tumbled into bed with someone just as risky—his subordinate,

the fire chief's son. But Valen is young, rough, and they don't always get along. So Harris hires a private instructor, hoping to tighten their relationship.

To Valen's shock, the chef Harris hires... is the omega who left him, the only omega he's ever loved. Worse, Sam's in heat, and it flings Valen into a rut.

When the embers from their steamy night cool, Sam discovers that he's pregnant with Valen's child. Afraid of a relationship, he tries backing away—only to find

that the two alphas he met... won't let him go.

Two Alphas, One Omega is a 115,000-word standalone Alpha/Alpha/Omega non-shifter MPreg romance, with dirty jokes, a much-anticipated baby, and two

alphas longing for an omega to protect.



My Best Friend's Brother

Author: K.C. Wells

My best friend's younger brother is all grown up. And gorgeous.

Casey’s off limits. Forbidden. But that just makes me want him more.

Rylan

I’ve watched Casey grow up. I never imagined how the sweet, scrawny kid would turn into a hot muscular man. A hot guy who just came out.

Casey torments my thoughts. And my dreams. I need to stay far, far away from my best friend’s kid brother. Should be easy, right? I can find plenty of guys to

distract me.

Problem is, all I want is the one man I can’t have.

Casey

There's never been a time when I wasn't in love with Rylan. My brother's best friend was my first crush. My only crush. He's the one man I shouldn't go near. And

here I am spending the summer in the apartment he shares with my older brother.

That seemed like a good idea in the beginning. I thought I could handle it but being so close to the man I've always wanted, I’m not so sure. About anything.

I can have any man – except the one I want.

It’s going to be a long, hot summer.

Spotlight (Famous Book 2)

Author: Eden Finley

Ryder

When I quit the biggest boy band on the planet, I was supposed to get my life back.

It's not that I wanted to leave the spotlight. I felt like I had to for my daughter. Her picture shouldn't be splashed all over the tabloids.

I thought I could do this parenting thing on my own, but it's obvious I need help. I just didn't expect to find it in the form of a gorgeous guy I meet by chance.

I can put my attraction aside for my daughter's sake. I've put my whole life on hold for her.

If only he wasn't so tempting.

Lyric

Working as a nanny is my backup to my backup plan. My first plan is fame, but something always holds me back.

When I randomly run into Ryder Kennedy and end up becoming his daughter's nanny, I figure it'll be a short-term thing.

But then Ryder finds out I can sing. He wasn't ready to give up music, and now he's found a new way to have it: through me. He wants to produce my demo and

make me a star.

He says I was born to be in the spotlight, but I think I was born to run from it.

It doesn't help that each day I'm with him and his daughter, the deeper I fall into fantasies of being part of their family. And not just as the nanny.

Goal Lines & First Times (CU Hockey Book 3)

Author: Eden Finley

COHEN 

 

It turns out making out with my best friend in high school could be considered gay. Who knew? Apparently, everyone but me. 

 

Now that it’s been pointed out, I can’t help reliving it in my head. Repeatedly. Goodbye Denial Town, hello Confusionville. 

 

When my path leads me down the gay dating app route, I don’t expect to meet anyone I like, but then I meet him.



 

He can’t be more opposite than me. He’s smart, he hates hockey, and he identifies as demi—something I’ve never heard of. 

 

Yet I can’t deny something’s there. Something I want to explore in person. If only I could get him to agree. 

 

 

 

SETH 

 

All my life, I’ve felt broken. 

 

Sick of being asked if I could be gay by ex-girlfriends, friends, and even my parents, I join a gay dating app to prove a point. 

 

I don’t expect to find what’s always been missing. A real connection. 

 

The problem is, I’m too scared to meet him in person. He’s a hockey player, and I fear when he finds out my twin plays for the NHL, I’ll be overshadowed by my

overachieving brother. Again. 

 

Worse yet, what happens if we meet and that connection isn’t the same? 

 

When I tell him I’m not ready, he’s disappointed but supportive. Fate, on the other hand, isn’t as accepting. 

 

I had no idea the person I’ve been falling for is someone I already know.

The Best Friend: Red's Tavern, Book 1

Author: Raleigh Ruebins

My best friend’s a former quarterback, and I’m a nerdy math teacher.

He has no idea how badly I want him.

Back in high school, Mitch protected me from bullies and was at my side through tragedy. It didn’t matter that he was a football star and I was a mathlete, or that I

was gay and he was straight. We stuck together like glue--until he married a girl and ran away.

Now Mitch is back home, and he’s a divorced single dad. His son is in my math class, and I collide with Mitch everywhere in this small town. When he starts

bartending at the only local gay bar, I’m screwed. Red’s Tavern is my haven, but how can I fake it for other guys when I’m in love with the big jock behind the bar?

Then Mitch invites me into his bed, saying it's just for fun. But I’m addicted to him the second his body is on mine.

I’ve done the math a million times. I know the odds are bad, but I know I want him.

And now that he’s given me a taste, I can’t stop begging for more.

Coaching the Nerd: An Opposites Attract, Campus MM Romance (Nerds vs Jocks)

Author: Eli Easton

Super-bod meets super-brain

What happens when marshmallow-bodied supernerd Sean volunteers to be on the jocks’ flag-football team? It screws Bubba’s fraternity’s chances at the coveted

flag football title, that’s what.

Bubba is drafted to be Sean’s personal trainer. He has to whip Sean into shape and make sure he doesn’t F up their team.

Sean may be a supernerd, but to Bubba he’s funny, and wise, and kinda cute. He’s also the one person on campus who doesn’t see Bubba as a big, stupid jock.

One BIG problem. Sean’s motivation for getting into shape is to lose his virginity -- and Bubba isn’t happy when guys start sniffing around.

But Bubba’s straight. Isn’t he?

Can a big, dumb jock from Nowhere, Wisconsin change his whole life for a genius who just wants to get laid?

COACHING THE NERD is a total makeover, opposites attract, My Fair Lady trope, bi awakening, campus romance – that grabs your flag.



Origin (Scales 'N' Spells Book 1)

Author: AJ Sherwood

Cameron wants to make it clear that he did not go into the festival to find a dragon mate.

Germany is supposed to be an escape. With a new mechanical engineering degree, a new job looming, and a whole life planned out that isn’t his, Germany

seems like the best place to find himself.

So, how does he end up discovering his lost magic heritage, running from bad guys with a secret agenda, and being adopted by the not-so-extinct Fire Dragon

clan?

Cameron blames tall, dark, and sexy Alric, King of the Fire Dragons. His fated mate. Because of course he is, and mates are meant to take the blame, right?

It may take a hot second, but as Cameron learns more about the scarred Alric and the life he’s landed in, Cameron realizes that perhaps this is where he’s meant

to be, magic and mates and kidnapping and all.

Turns out coming to Germany wasn’t an escape but his awakening.

Tags: Not-so-extinct, Shifter dragons, mages, fated mates, secret clans, epic libraries, hurt/comfort, not mpreg, age gap, not that Alric cares, magical heritage,

mechanical engineers being BAMF, grumpy dragon kings being protective of their cute mates, really the cuteness is downright criminal, we might need a firehose

for these two, or not, sass, so much sass, Ravi and Cameron are no longer allowed to be alone together, for reasons, dragons hoarding, when you live long

enough statistics will get you, bats named Cheryl, beheadings, no damsels in distress here, just very unhappy mages, with trigger fingers, anyone have life hacks

on how to get rid of kidnappers, Cameron is open to suggestions.

Schooling the Jock: An Enemies-to-Lovers, Campus Romance (Nerds vs Jocks)

Author: Eli Easton

Only an unfair universe makes a guy who’s that gorgeous so damned obnoxious.

A-hoe!

Poindexter!

Snarky, superbrain Dobbs and snooty football star Jesse stare at each other from their rival frat houses on opposites sides of the street -- and opposite sides of

everything else.

Alpha Lambda Alpha and Sigma Mu Tau have been sworn enemies for decades. Then one disastrous prank proves to be the final straw, and the college dean

blows his cork!

Work together or lose both your houses.

Question - -How can Dobbs win his coveted Quiz Bowl championship when he’s forced to put a dumb jock on his team?

Answer -- Lots of personal schooling.

But when personal becomes very personal, Jesse risks causing his overtaxed family one more huge worry and the running back starts running.

Will Dobbs give up on the shocked jock, or show him that the answer to the big question is, Yes?

SCHOOLING THE JOCK is an enemies-to-lovers, opposites attract, campus romance – with one hell of a lightning round.

Everything, Always: An Age Gap, Office Romance: (Always Series Book 2)

Author: JJ Harper

The boss and his PA, but so much more than an office romance. 

 

Gray Tremaine was looking forward to the challenge of turning his newly acquired business around. What he hadn’t expected was his PA: Atticus Bennett, with 

his high cheekbones, pale pink nail polish, and the most kissable lip-glossed mouth. 

The moment Atticus walked into his office, Gray wanted him. But how could he concentrate when Atticus screamed “boy” to him? 

 

Atticus knew he was in trouble the moment he locked eyes with his new boss. Gray Tremaine was Atticus’s perfect Daddy. But Gray would never be interested in 

someone like him, too young, too inexperienced, not as sophisticated as Gray. And even if he was, it was never a good idea to mix professional and personal 

lives.



But all it took was one sentence, and Atticus was his. 

 

This is a gay romance with lots of sweetness, sass, lingerie and lip gloss, as well as some man-on-man action. Suitable for ages 18 and over. Age gap, office

romance, low angst/feel good 

Everything, Always is the sequel to Anything, Anytime and the second book in the Always series. This book is based in the UK and is written in British English.

75k words 

Fools (Licking Thicket Book 3)

Author: Lucy Lennox

Tucker Wright’s Clues for Life:

What’s a 4-letter word for an utterly oblivious, totally commitment-phobic, heartbreakingly gorgeous man with a pet pig named Bernadette? 

That’d be D-U-N-N, as in Dunn Johnson, my very best pal and fishing buddy since I moved to Licking Thicket. 

What’s a 6-letter word for a nerdy, crossword-loving town doctor who’s doomed to be hopelessly, thoroughly, irrevocably, in love with that straight best friend for

the rest of his born days?

That’s T-U-C-K-E-R, as in me. 

But when I agree to let Dunn be my 24/7 dating coach, and he decides to get our whole nosy town in on the act, there’s only one 5-letter word to describe the pair

of us.

F-O-O-L-S.

Daddy's Bite: Paranormal Age Play

Author: Jayda Marx

Nikolai is the master vampire to his coven, in a world where humans and paranormal beings live together in peace...usually. When a pack of rogue coyote shifters

threatens the city, Nikolai answers a call for aid from the local police department; humans are no match for the speed and strength of paranormals. On his

mission, Nikolai stumbles across a young man named Israel who is in need of help and terrified of the world around him. In an instant, Nikolai realizes that this

precious angel is his fated mate; the one he’s bound to love and cherish for all time. Israel is in need of someone to protect and nurture him; he needs a Daddy,

and Nikolai, having waited nearly a millennium for a boy of his own, is his perfect match. Israel feels safe and at peace for the first time in his life as he explores

his little side and places his trust in his vampire Daddy’s strength and care.

**This M/M romance features my take on vampires and other paranormal beings. They share many (but not all) attributes of vampires found in other fictional

works. This world is different from those found in my other paranormal series, and the vampires’ properties differ as well. This low angst book contains insta-love

between fated mates on a fast track romance, steamy scenes, a touch of danger, and age play between a powerful vampire Daddy and his sweet human little.

Together, they explore elements including diapers and latching. Thank you for taking a look and happy reading!

Between the Rockstars: MMF Bisexual Menage Romance (Between Them)

Author: Mia Masters

The competition is heating up. 

And so is my chemistry with both judges! 

 

I can't believe I'm competing on a musical gameshow. 

Or kissing one of the famous rockstar judges backstage. 

Let alone kissing another one off-set! 

But they're so hot I just can't help it. 

Reed Jones is everyone's favorite country star. 

As he plays my body like a guitar, 

his charming smile wins my heart. 

And I see up close and personal 

just how skilled his fingers are. 

Kent Kenkaid is known as a bad boy musician. 

But he's nice and sweet between the sheets. 

He's also Reed's rival on the show and in real life. 

These two men can't see eye to eye... 

unless their eyes are on me. 

They each want me on their team for the show.



And in their bed all night long. 

I can't decide which one I should pick. 

Until they both tell me the same secret. 

And I realize I might not have to choose. 

 

Can I convince these two sworn enemies to share? 

Or will trying for 3-way harmony lead us way off key? 

 

Between the Rockstars is an MMF bisexual menage romance with no cheating and no cliffhangers; just a lot of heat and a happily ever after for the "throuple." It

contains steamy m/m, m/f and mmf scenes. It's a standalone that can be read and understood by itself but it's linked by theme to the Between Them series so

you can continue the fun once this one is done!

Screwed (Four Bears Construction Book 4)

Author: K.M. Neuhold

I've had my fair share of less than proud relationship moments, but waking up married to my brother-in-law's best friend is a new low.

A drunken wedding to a man who already rejected me once? Check. A hefty bet about how long it will last? Check. My feisty new husband, determined to make

our friends pay up? Double check.

I've never managed to make a real relationship last nearly a year, there's no way Daniel will stick around long enough to win this bet. The only problem is the

longer he stays, the more the lines blur between what's real and what's for show. Does he feel it too or am I totally screwed?

***Screwed is a woke up married, faking it to their friends but also totally hooking up, sweet, STEAMY love story that happens to be the fourth book in the Four

Bears Construction series. There are no bear shifters in this series, only the OTHER kind of bears.

Caulky (Four Bears Construction Book 1)

Author: K.M. Neuhold

Ren is in desperate need of a rebound fling. Lucky for him, the smoking hot contractor he hired has just the tool for the job.

The last thing I want is another relationship or another broken heart.

All I need are my bees and the occasional hookup to scratch the itch.

Okay, maybe meeting up with my hot contractor weekly is a little more than occasional. And maybe the way I’m starting to feel about the guy I’ve been

anonymously chatting with online should concern me.

But CaulkyAF doesn’t want to meet, and Cole doesn’t want anything serious, so what’s the worst that could happen?

**** Caulky is book 1 in the Four Bears Construction Series and can be read as a stand-alone. This is a funny, steamy MM story guaranteed to make you laugh

and swoon. Absolutely NO cheating and NO love triangle. This series does NOT contain shifters, it's the OTHER kind of bears.

Winter Waites

Author: Lucy Lennox

Gentry Kane is a rockstar I've been half in love with my whole life. And now he's my patient.

When Winter Waites knocks on the door to the snowy cabin where his next physical therapy patient awaits him, he has no idea his dream celebrity is on the other

side. Gentry Kane is everything Winter has always fantasized about. But it was only a fantasy. What happens when Winter is faced with the flesh and blood man

who wants more than physical therapy? Can one night in a cozy cabin lead to more? And how will that affect Winter's growing career in the tiny, charming town of

Aster Valley?

Winter Waites is a 25k word standalone novella.



Release Me: Duff Coven: Book 1

Author: Jayda Marx

Callum - Long gone are the days of war, when I raised my sword and fought alongside my people, against wicked, greedy souls of our vampire kind. We were

victorious over those who stood against us, and King Felipe took his rightful spot on the throne. He appointed a Coven Master for each region to watch over,

guide, and protect our people. He named me Coven Master of my hometown of Beckenridge, Scotland because of my strength, instincts, and fairness.

Our village is made up of stone cottages we built ourselves, and is nestled between scenic heathered hills. It holds many businesses where my coven members

work and thrive. We’re happy and safe here, and for over a century, we’ve lived at peace.

That all changed two days ago when my coven held a Highland Games exhibition to celebrate Prince Dante’s visit and the bonding of two of my security guards,

Flynn and Fletcher. Crowds gathered from all around to watch the events, adding excitement, energy, and unfortunately, danger into the mix. A gunman fired a

shot at Ben, the prince’s consort, but his bodyguard Sam pushed him to safety and took the bullet.

In the chaos of the moment, I was caught off guard by something I’d waited half a millennium for; the faint, sweet scent of my mate. Somewhere in the screaming,

rushing crowd was the man whom Fate granted to me to love, cherish and protect for all of eternity. Unfortunately, I couldn’t search for him; my friends’ lives were

hanging in the balance and I had to get them to safety.

Luckily, everyone survived the ordeal, but all traces of my mate vanished in the wind. I hate the gunman for everything he took from me, and it’s for that reason

I’ve put off interrogating him; I’m afraid I can’t be fair and unbiased when I hear his side of the story. But I know I can’t put it off any longer; I need to get answers

for Dante and Sam.

When I finally step into the shooter’s prison cell, I’m met with the sight of a small man cowering in the corner...and the overwhelming scent of my mate.

*This book is the first in a spinoff series following “The Javier Coven”, and I strongly recommend reading those books before beginning this story. This M/M

paranormal romance is for readers 18 and up! It contains no cliffhangers or cheating, and has a very happy HEA. It features steamy scenes between a sexy

vampire and his fated mate, loads of teeth tingling sweetness, and just a touch of gore.

The Nerd Jock Conundrum (College Boys of New Haven Book 1)

Author: Hayden Hall

A chemistry nerd should know opposites always attract.

Troy

Of course I fell for a football jock. How could I not? But Jackson and I are polar opposites. He’s popular, confident, and as hot as hell in a tight T-shirt. Me? I’m

just a scrawny, awkward nerd.

Another point of difference: he’s straight.

And as I trip, stumble, and stammer my way through all our conversations, my desire is growing at an alarming rate. I keep wondering what he looks like when

he’s on his knees.

As if my crush on him isn’t bad enough, Jackson is assigned to be my partner on a year-long project, and I have no choice but to spend time with the hottest guy

on campus. Bummer.

But the attraction is intensifying. We’re on a collision course. I shouldn’t be leaning in...

I think I’m going to kiss him.

Jackson

Sweet. I got partnered up with the biggest nerd on campus. If I play my cards well, a passing grade is guaranteed.

Troy’s all shy and awkward; a classic nerd. But there’s more to him than he’s showing. And it’s making me curious.

I want to see him come out of his shell. I know he would be better off if he let his guard down. I want to be his friend, but he thinks I’m just another dumb jock.

Except, I see him looking at me the way I could never look at him.

Am I sending the wrong message? Is he falling for me?

He’s leaning in fast… He’s about to kiss me.

And I’m not even ducking.

The Nerd Jock Conundrum is the first book in the College Boys of New Haven series, but it can be read on its own. It features a fresh twist on the nerd jock trope,

opposites attract, bisexual awakening, enemies to friends to lovers, and a very happy ending.

We Have Till Monday

Author: Cara Dee



When it seemed like everyone around Anthony Fender was reaching a goal or falling in love, he blamed an early midlife crisis for throwing him far outside of his

comfort zone. Nashville was a long way from New York and his everyday life that’d lost all color lately.

Hopefully, this vacation would reenergize him, and maybe a cooking class with celebrity chef August King could end Anthony’s reign as the only Italian in

Brooklyn who couldn’t boil water. But when he met August and his much younger husband Camden, every plan and all rational thought flew out the window. Their

dynamic grabbed hold of Anthony and reeled him in before he even heard the magic word.

“Daddy.”

Out of Harm's Way (Balls and Brawn Bodyguard Series Book 1)

Author: Rebecca James

OUT OF HARM'S WAY

I’m coming after you, baby boy. You’re going to pay for what you did.

The terrifying text message from Mick Water's abuser, recently escaped from prison, sends him spiraling into panic. His life is just getting back on track, and now

he's constantly looking over his shoulder and barely able to sleep at night. When his friends arrange for a bodyguard for him, Mick feels a confusing combination

of relief at having protection, dismay at the sheer size of his new bodyguard, and arousal due to Mick's attraction to big men. His ex was a big man, and Mick paid

dearly for that attraction.

Oxford Bradley enjoys his job with Foster Security, which includes a mixed bag of high-stakes cases--some of them dangerous--and dull babysitting-type

situations. When he isn't working, he prefers a serene life devoid of drama and, let’s face it, a somewhat vanilla sex life. Assigned to protect a terrified man from

his abusive ex, Ox is horrified at his body’s reaction to not only Mick himself, but also Mick’s admission to a Daddy kink--he’s never had an unprofessional

relationship with a client and he isn’t starting now.

As Mick warms up to Ox and the two men get to know one another, the attraction between them grows. Ox refuses to break his professional code, but what about

when the danger's over? Living in different states, they can't possibly have more than a one-off, and the temptation to explore with this intriguing man is

undeniable.

Will one night send Ox running back to his comfortable vanilla lifestyle, or will Mick help him find a new favorite flavor? And what happens when an opportunity

presents itself for Ox to see Mick again?

Out of Harm’s Way is an MM romance and the first book in the Balls and Brawn Bodyguard series.

Somebody to Hold: (A Tyler Jamison Novel - Book 2)

Author: April Wilson

In this second installment in the Tyler Jamison and Ian Alexander romantic suspense series, Tyler and Ian face their greatest challenge yet. Homicide detective

Tyler Jamison is facing the unthinkable -- a prison sentence for beating the man who assaulted Ian. But that's only the beginning of their troubles, because when

Ian's younger sister goes missing, Tyler risks everything to save the sister of the man he loves.

Forbidden Ink (Get Ink'd Book 6)

Author: Ali Lyda

I’m not a deadbeat.

I didn’t know my kid existed before Milo showed up, but now that I do, I’m determined to keep my beautiful little Sofie in my life. Even if it means I need to spend

time around her irritable uncle, Milo. The man pushes all of my buttons.

He riles me up until I can’t think of anything except kissing him. Definitely not the reaction he expects. He’s not out, but I’m not the type to hide. Is there any way

to make it work for our new family?

Family means everything.

Eryk’s a cocky playboy. He’s not good enough to be my niece’s father, but unfortunately, DNA says otherwise. Father or not, I’m not about to walk out of little

Sofie’s life.

Which means I have to walk into Eryk’s even though I can’t stand him. So why is he so hard to resist? I decided on a closeted life a long time ago. It’s the only

way to stay safe and successful. Could I bring myself to step out of the closet if it means having the true love of a family?

Shift of Morals: An MM Shifter Romance



Author: K Webster

From USA Today Bestselling Author K Webster comes an angst-filled, steamy age-gap MM shifter standalone romance!

***This is the fifth book to release in the Kingdom of Wolves collection but is a COMPLETE STANDALONE. It’s meant to be read on its own and is a full

story with a happily ever after.***

I found him when he was a boy.

Bloody. Mangled. Near death.

If I’d been a merciful Alpha, I would’ve snapped his neck and ended him right then.

Except, I didn’t.

Something in his big brown eyes tugged at my heart strings.

I kept him. Healed him. Raised him to be fierce, loyal, and brave.

Now that he’s an adult, everything’s changing.

He’s no longer the soft, scared boy I once thought he was.

No, there’s an uncontrollable anger inside him.

A rage-filled hate I don’t understand.

As a dangerous pack begins tormenting us and destroying our home, I feel him pulling from me as he seeks justice.

He thirsts for revenge, even if it means leaving our pack and going solo.

But, as his Alpha, I won’t let him go without a fight.

Each time he pushes, I pull him right back to me.

I’ll keep him locked in my arms or pinned beneath me forever if that’s what it takes to keep him.

A shift of morals has begun.

One I don’t understand, but certainly don’t resist.

I’m the most powerful wolf on Beacon Island. I don’t have weaknesses.

Until now.

This wild, reckless young man changed everything when he stole my heart.

This book is a steamy standalone MM age-gap shifter romance. No other books need to be read before or after this one as it is a complete story.

Not So Sincerely, Yours (For Him Book 2)

Author: A.M. Johnson

Ethan,

About last night... I could blame the bourbon. I could say I let things get out of hand, that I should have never called you, but I'm done lying to myself—to you. I

know what you're going to say. You're not very good at keeping your opinions to yourself, but this can't happen. It's inappropriate, at best. I'm your boss. Not to

mention, you're clearly still hung up on him. I'm not a consolation prize.

Anders~

**

Anders,

You didn't think it was inappropriate when you had your tongue down my throat, but I digress. As for your accusation, I'm not the only one stuck in the past, but at

least I'm not running from it. I can't believe I'm about to say this… Maybe you're right. You shouldn’t have called me. Especially if you never intended to own it.

Own that you wanted it to happen. Admit that you wanted me.

Not so sincerely,

Yours

Not So Sincerely, Yours is a 97,000-word standalone HEA, enemies to lovers, light on angst, MM office romance, featuring southern sass, words of the day,

Happy Meals, and one unforgettable weekend trip to Manhattan.

Nailed (Four Bears Construction Book 2)

Author: K.M. Neuhold



My new neighbor is a total tool

He hated me from the second he laid eyes on me, and I don’t have the first clue why… But, if he wants to hate me, I’m happy to give him a few reasons: mowing

the lawn at dawn on the weekend, leaving garbage cans in front of his driveway, renting a petting zoo for my backyard...making a list of ways to drive him crazy is

half the fun.

He deserves it with the way he’s driving me crazy right back without even trying— walking around without a shirt on, sweaty rippling muscles on full display,

well-worn denim jeans perfectly molded to his...well, you get the idea.

My point is, if he wants a war, I’ll give him one.

***Nailed is an enemies to lovers, neighbors who can't stand each other, omg the anger banging, drool worthy, low angst story, which happens to be the second

in my Four Bears Construction Series. It CAN be read as a stand alone. There are NO shifters in this series, only the OTHER kind of bears.

Dressed in Desire: An M/M Daddy Romance (Club DeSires Book 1)

Author: Quinn Ward

He left home to find acceptance. When he falls for a supposedly straight bouncer, can he awaken the man who's everything he needs?

Living in the shadows has always been easier for Maverick. One trip to Annandale was all it took for him to see what life could be like if he let both sides of his

personality shine. After all, what good was a closet filled with pretty clothes and killer makeup skills if he couldn’t show them off? 

His best friend thought he was crazy for moving cross-country, but it was exactly the move he needed to finally live in the light.

John’s known as the token straight guy at work. But can he claim that when one encounter with a pretty boy has haunted him for months? His attraction to men

isn’t the only thing that’s fully awake after they meet again. Yes, he wants to see if he’s more than just bi-curious, but he also wants to be the one to take care of

Maverick and show him how special he is.

When a chance encounter leads to a love John never expected, can he accept who he is and be the Daddy his boy deserves?

Dressed in Desire is the first book in the Club DeSires series, set in the kinky town of Annandale. While there are cameo appearances from characters in the

other series, you can jump in wherever you are without a problem! This book features a bi-awakening for an older man, and the genderfluid boy who sometimes

wants to be Daddy's princess. Together, they'll explore kinks that might be better left as fantasies...

Cup of Joe (Bold Brew Book 1)

Author: Annabeth Albert

Sometimes an ordinary Joe is all you need…

Newbie barista Levi Miles is having a bad day in the middle of a bad month. He’s trying to figure out post-graduation life, and a recent breakup hasn’t helped. The

one bright spot? The charming blue-collar customer with the simple order and reassuring voice.

Electrician Joe Simmons can make anything light up—except his love life. As he gets older, he remains unsure about what he wants from a relationship. But an

innocent flirtation with the fresh-faced barista is exactly what his ego needs.

Levi doesn’t need a boyfriend. Or a Daddy. But bantering with Joe feels so good, and when their tentative friendship takes a turn for the sexy, a summer fling

seems fun. Exploring long-held desires brings them closer with each steamy night, and the idea of parting gets harder.

But Levi’s only in town temporarily, and the end of summer is approaching. Both are reluctant to disclose their feelings, but pushing past their fears may be the

only way to keep this special thing going. Can they order up a happy ending before time runs out?

Cup of Joe is a stand-alone novel in the multi-author Bold Brew shared universe centered around an inclusive coffee shop set in a fictional small city. Each

steaming hot coffee shop romance can be enjoyed alone, but collect all ten for the most fun! This 53,000 word age gap story contains a reluctant Daddy, lots of

fluffy steam exploring new desires, low angst, and a guaranteed happy ending!

Wild Pitch: An M/M Friends to Lovers Sports Romance (Homeruns Book 1)

Author: Quinn Ward

Rivals on the baseball field, best friends off…



Mason is adrift. His marriage has failed and he no longer loves the game that has consumed his life. To make matters worse, he can’t stop wishing he’d been

honest with his best friend years earlier.

But that might have been worse. Even if Sean knew Mason loved him, the two couldn’t have been together without giving up the game, and baseball is everything

to Sean.

Sean didn’t keep secrets from his friend. Mason is one of the few people who know Sean’s staying in the closet until his baseball career comes to a close. 

When Mason admits he’s always known he was bisexual, Sean doesn’t know how to feel. 

Hurt. 

Angry. 

Excited. 

Mason is the one man he’d consider breaking his rules for. The first time they touch, he knows a single night could never be enough. But can the two of them find

a way to fall in love without it costing Sean the career he’s still devoted to?

Wild Pitch is the first in the Homeruns series, formerly published under the pen name Sloan Johnson.

The Endgame

Author: Riley Hart

Weston

When I left home, I swore I’d never hide anything about myself again. From college, to law school, to the United States Senate representing California, I’ve done it

all as an out gay man. So, when I’m in DC and see a beautiful guy at the hotel bar, I don’t hesitate to proposition him…right before he runs out on me, leaving his

sunglasses behind like my very own Cinderfella.

Anson

I’ve always known I’m gay, but never acted on it. Pretending isn’t easy, but it means I can keep playing football. No one has ever guessed my secret until the

gorgeous man at a bar in DC. At least he doesn’t know who I am—the best tight end in the NFL, playing for the Atlanta Lightning. Though my identity doesn’t stay

a secret from him for long.

Between texts and late-night phone calls, we get to know each other. West’s the only person who knows all the parts of me, just like I know his. When he asks for

one night together so he can show me what it’s like to be with a man, I can’t say no. But once isn’t enough, and we keep sneaking around together—brief

encounters, in California, Georgia, or DC, filled with passionate touches and whispered truths.

I never thought I’d have love. West never thought he’d want it. Now we’re all in with each other, but he still has time left in his Senate term. I have contract

obligations to fulfill, and I’m closeted. We don’t even live in the same state. The odds are stacked against us, but if there’s one thing I know, it’s how to win. He’s

the endgame in the biggest challenge of my life, the one I’m banking my future happiness on.

Facing West: A Forever Wilde Novel

Author: Lucy Lennox

The first book in a new series by Lucy Lennox! 

 

 

Nico: 

 

 

 

I left my family and tiny Texas hometown fifteen years ago to escape small-town gossips and to give my mom and sister the chance at a better life. But when a 

phone call from an attorney back home informs me that my sister passed away, leaving me custody of her newborn baby, I’m shocked out of the steady life I’ve 

built for myself running a tattoo shop in San Francisco. 

 

 

 

The thing is: I don’t do babies. And I don’t do small towns. Or commitment. And I especially don’t do family. My plan is to go back to Hobie just long enough to 

sign adoption papers, giving my niece the kind of stable, loving family I could never provide. 

 

 

 

But the moment I meet my niece in the arms of Weston Wilde, my sister’s best friend and the town’s handsome doctor, my plans begin to change. Because



suddenly, I see a different future. One with the very thing I thought I never deserved: a family. If only I can convince West that I’m not the same good-for-nothing

kid ready to bolt when things get tough. 

 

 

 

Weston: 

 

 

 

There’s one thing I know for sure about Nico Salerno: he was a good-for-nothing as a kid and judging by the purple-haired, tattoo’d punk who shows up at his

sister’s funeral, he hasn’t changed. There’s no way I’m letting him take custody of my best friend’s baby. 

 

 

 

But the more time I spend around him, the more I realize that his rough exterior is just a shell and that beneath all the tattoos is a scared, insecure man searching

for a place to belong. And pretty soon I know exactly where he belongs: in my bed and by my side. 

 

 

 

The problem is, he abandoned his family once before, how do I know that if we become a family he won’t do it again? 

 

 

 

Facing West is the first in the new Forever Wilde series about the huge Wilde family from Hobie, Texas, whose patriarchs aren’t above a little meddling if that’s

what it takes to help their grandkids find true love.

The Murder Between Us: M|M Romantic Suspense

Author: Tal Bauer

It was just one night.

It was just one mistake.

FBI Agent Noah Downing had questions about his sexuality that a single night in Vegas should have answered. But dawn finds him on a plane back to Iowa, back

on the trail of a vicious serial killer who disappeared six years ago and has suddenly resurfaced. There's nothing like a murder investigation to escape an

existential crisis.

FBI profiler Cole Kennedy is still reeling after finding a heart-stopping connection with a seemingly perfect man, only for him to vanish. When he's sent to Iowa to

profile the killer terrorizing America's heartland, he finds more questions than answers - both about the murderer and about Noah, the last man he ever expected

to see again.

A twisted secret stretches between Cole and Noah, tangled with questions they both have about each other. But now, thrown together, they'll have to unravel the

killer's profile and follow his trail... back to the very beginning, to where everyone's questions are answered once and for all.

***This is an M|M romantic suspense standalone novel, featuring a second chance romance, the hunt for a twisted serial killer, and one man's journey to

acceptance.

Hit the Brakes: A Fake Boyfriend Gay Romance (Food Truck Warriors Book 2)

Author: Beth Bolden

Can they fake it til Tate makes it?

Tate Ward is in a bind. His food truck hasn’t been the runaway success he’d always dreamt it would be. When he tries to join a new food truck collective to gain a

larger following, his sales aren’t even high enough to win a spot. What he needs is a high profile endorsement—and he knows just the guy.

Tate hasn’t seen Chase Riley since high school. It’s been ten long years of watching from a distance as Chase conquers football fields and fan’s hearts.

Tate never wanted Chase to know that he had the world’s stupidest crush on him, because he always believed Chase was straight.

But desperate times call for desperate measures . . .

When Chase offers a tempting plan that could fulfill all his dreams, Tate knows he can’t say no. All he has to do is pretend that his very real feelings are actually

fake.

But faking it with Chase, while leading to wild success and even wilder nights, is everything that Tate feared it would be. All it’s done is leave him wanting the

impossible: Chase’s heart.



Matched To His Unicorn: An M/M Mpreg Shifter Dating App Romance (The Dates of Our Lives Book 5)

Author: Lorelei M. Hart

Everyone loves unicorns...doesn’t mean they want one for their mate.

Alpha unicorn Sterling lives in the in-between. He’s not fully human, nor is he fully shifter. He’s just him, and he’s tired of being lonely. When he overhears a

happy couple talking about how they met on Love and Hate, the dating app, he figures it’s worth a try. It’s not like his dating life could get worse...his last date

was...you know... never.

Omega lion shifter Morgan has been on enough bad dates to be done with the entire scene. Who needs the constant roller coaster that is finding your perfect

match when you have good friends, a thriving business, and a goldfish to keep you company? Morgan is just going to delete his dating app and call it good.

As Morgan’s finger hovers over the delete button a match appears. It would be rude not to at least open it...right? Just one more date and then he’s done...for

real.

Matched to his Unicorn is the fifth book in the sweet with knotty heat Dates of Our Lives series, an M/M mpreg shifter dating app romance brought to you by the

popular co-writing duo of Lorelei M Hart and Colbie Dunbar. It features an innocent unicorn who doesn’t quite fit in anywhere, a lion who doesn’t give up, a shifter

who isn’t, fated mates, true love, and a guaranteed happy ever after. If you like your shifters mythical, your omegas hawt, your mpreg with heart, and your HEAs

complete with true mates and a bundle of joy, one-click today.

Wreck Me Forever (Polished P & P Book 1)

Author: Lila Rose

Lucas Storey’s life is all about college, studying, and finishing his medical degree. That’s until he moves in with his older brother and meets his motorcycle club

friends. Only, new people make Lucas nervous, almost to the extent of peeing himself, but he soon realizes they’re great people and will accept him as he is.

Now, if only he can stop thinking of a certain grumpy biker, things will be good.

Never before has Wade “Wreck” Williams noticed the same sex, or at least not until Lucas crashes into their lives. And notice Lucas he does. But that’s not all. He

wants to get to know the man, and he kind of likes looking at Lucas too. None of it makes sense, and Wreck will fight it for that reason alone.

When Lucas thinks he can go out with a someone who’s not Wreck—and jealously rears its ugly head to a point Wreck just has to step in—it’s clear that he may

just be wrecked forever.

Worship (On My Knees Series Book 1)

Author: Ella James

Book One in an epic, forbidden MM romance duet from USA Today Bestselling Author Ella James... 

You think you know me. 

That's the way I want it. 

Making you feel like we know each other--like we could go grab a beer sometime--is part of my job. Maybe the most vital part. It doesn't hurt that I'm easy on the 

eyes, single at 35, and born richer than sin.  

My aesthetic matters much more than it should, but all the better for my worthy cause. 

And it's a worthy cause. I've made an art of making you feel good, and my influence makes you want to be good. Good like me. 

You think you know me, but you don't. 

Everyone has secrets. Mine could cost me everything. So I'm a fortress. No one's ever gotten close. 

Until tonight. 

See that man, the tall guy dripping on the bow of my yacht? The one I just pulled from the ocean? 

He's the one who's going to cost me everything.---------------------- 

Find out why reviewers are raving about the bestselling On My Knees Duet...  

"Worship is perfect. It's got everything I love in a taboo forbidden romance, and it's done with Ella James's talented flair for emotional erotica that will drop you to 

your knees." --My Little Book Nook 

***** 

"Worship blew me away. There is no other way of describing it. The story sucked me in, and now I can't get it out of my head." --Reflections of a Swede 

***** 

"I am wrecked. I cannot believe how incredibly I felt for these characters! This story took me places I hadn't planned on going. So unexpectedly moving. This is 

not just an MM story with crazy hot sex (it has that too). It's about forbidden love, acceptance you don't think you can have and happiness you don't think you 

deserve." --Keri Loves Books 

*****



"This novel will ALWAYS have a special place in my heart. Always. So flippin' perfect." --Sairaika

The Night Of: M|M Romantic Suspense

Author: Tal Bauer

You've heard this story before: a guy supposedly kills himself, but his best friend can't accept it. He calls in an investigator he knows to take a second look, certain

there's more going on.

I'm the investigator. Secret Service Agent Sean Avery. The guy who called me? My ex, Vice President Jonathan Sharp. And the guy he doesn't believe put a

bullet in his brain?

That was President Steven Baker.

The deeper I dig, the more things fall apart. I've got a dead president inside a locked room. A hidden note. A secret gun. A missing CIA officer.

And no one I can trust.

Now Jonathan's in the crosshairs, and if I don't figure out what really happened that night at Camp David, the love of my life might be the next president to die.

***This M/M romantic suspense features smoldering forbidden love and a May/December second chance romance that ignites your pages. 

Demons Do It Better: A Hidden Species Novel

Author: Louisa Masters

I work for Lucifer. Only, it’s not as cool and satanic as it sounds.

The truth is, I’m an admin assistant who applied for a job that sounded kind of interesting and ended up working for the Community of Species Government. I’m

the only human in the office, and basically I ride herd on a team of rambunctious shifters and demons.

I also spend a lot of time avoiding Gideon Bailey, the demon I had a one-night stand with right before I took this job. He hates me, and I really want to avoid being

murdered. But I’ve been offered a promotion that will mean working with him, so we’re both going to have to get over it.

Plus, people are going missing. Pregnant people. And the word is that someone is dabbling in genetic experimentation. Putting a stop to that is more important

than the sexual tension Gideon and I have been ignoring… isn’t it?

Dangerous Breed (Time Served Book 2)

Author: Onley James

PREACHER GRAVES made a fatal error in judgment when he was just sixteen years old, and it cost him twenty years. Now, he plans to live out his days in quiet

isolation. For six months, he’s done just that. Until a favor for a friend finds him rescuing a twelve-year-old boy from a ruthless biker gang, putting him face to face

with the boy’s beautiful and very damaged older brother, Memphis.

MEMPHIS CAMDEN suffered an unspeakable childhood, culminating in an act that left him disfigured, inside and out. When he could, he ran, leaving his past

behind, including a baby brother he thought was safe. For a time, Memphis is content living and working in an LA flower shop. He’s put thoughts of love aside,

unable to trust anybody enough to let them see all of him. But a phone call changes everything.

Preacher assumes his protective detail will end when Memphis arrives, but one look and he can’t bring himself to leave. Memphis is terrified of his abuser, but

he’s fiercely protective of the brother he barely knows, and now, Preacher feels the same way for Memphis.

But protecting the Camden brothers is going to take more than just Preacher. Their father is the head of the vicious biker gang that chained up one son and

maimed another, and he’s decided they need to be silenced. Memphis is battling a past that’s come back to haunt him and the irresistible draw Preacher seems

to have over him, but each time he gets close, Memphis pulls away. Can Preacher keep Memphis safe and convince him that he can trust him with his body and

his heart?

Dragon Collector (Dragon Hoard Book 2)

Author: Minerva Howe

Dragon shifter Eagan Drake knows Oliver Reaver is his mate. He's known it since they met, when Ollie braved Eagan's brother's den to try to save his business 

partner and best friend, Devon. The problem is, Ollie is convinced that Eagan needs a dragon mate, and that he's just an ordinary human. 

 

Ollie loves Eagan desperately. He knows he should just leave and let Eagan find his true mate, but he keeps being drawn back to his dragon's side. When a



dangerous vampire starts to stalk Ollie at his bookshop, he finally gives in and asks Eagan if he can come home to stay. 

 

Now, if Ollie can just stop being the king of denial, Eagan knows Ollie can give him what he wants most. All his love, and a family of his own. But will Eagan be

able to convince Ollie that he's a very special mate and let their dragons soar together?

My Elf Daddy: A Paranormal Holiday Romance

Author: Stella Rainbow

Littles and Daddies come in all shapes and sizes...

Westley

I wasn't like the other littles. I was big, chubby, and cuddly. And I liked who I was, but Daddies? They didn't.

Most Daddies wanted tiny, twinky boys who would fit on their laps and look good under their arms. Not me.

Then I found Birch. He wasn't like most Daddies, but he was definitely a Daddy. And he wanted me.

Birch

When I came to Mistvale, my plan had been to host an Easter Party and figure out whether Mistvale would be a good place to settle in.

What I hadn't expected was to find my fated mate in the most perfect little I'd ever met. Westley was everything I'd wanted and more, and he was all mine.

There was only one problem: Westley had no clue about the supernatural world, and I was an elf.

My Elf Daddy is a 30k novella starring a cuddly human little, an elf daddy with intense dark eyes, three little bunnies called Snuggles, Cookie, and Sleepy; and

lots of sweetness. It's a daddy/little story with no ABDL.

My Elf Daddy is the sixth book in the Elves After Dawn collection, with each book featuring a new elf and his HEA. Make sure you check them all out!

[Set in Stella Rainbow's fictional town of Mistvale, My Elf Daddy is a standalone, and chronologically falls after Angel of Death.]

Purple Rein (Country Daddy, City Little Book 1)

Author: Della Cain

I planned to ride a cowboy...and I found my new Daddy.

Declan’s dreams are all coming true. He has a top-rated interior design show, endorsement deals, and his own line of home decor in the works. He just didn’t

realize those dreams would consume him. He doesn’t have time for friends, much less relationships, and he’s lonely, overwhelmed, and exhausted. He needs a

day off—no, screw that, he needs a weekend away. And so Declan turns his phone off and takes his uncle up on his offer to stay at his ranch.

The rest of the world can wait.

After Holden Barnes’ divorce, his ranch became his life. And it’s a good life. He has his horses, a steady income, and his dog, Fluffy. Sure, he’d love to have

someone to warm his bed at night, look up at him in the morning, and call him Daddy. Thankfully, one-night flings from the local bar scratch that itch enough…

For now.

Holden walks into the local bar expecting to find what he always does: cold beer, someone to throw darts with, and a man or woman to warm his bed. What he

doesn’t expect is to find a sexy stranger who takes his breath away. The attraction is instant, their night together is steamy, and the morning leaves him wanting

more. If only the smexy city slicker wasn’t leaving so soon

Because Declan could sure use a Daddy.

Purple Rein is an age gap MM romance featuring a smexy cowboy daddy, an interior designer realizing he is a Little for the first time, age play including adorable

onesies and ABDL, and two men discovering opposites really do attract. Purple Rein is the first book in the Country Daddy, City Little MM romance series. Each

book focuses on a new couple who find their Kinkily Ever After.<.i>
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